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Abstract: 
From Mutually Assured Destruction to Mutually Assured Stability: 

A Constructivist Rationale for Expanding Missile Defense 
 

David Joël La Boon 
International Area Studies 

Graduate School of International Studies – Seoul National University 
August 12, 2012, the International Security Advisory Board released a report to the 
U.S. Department of State on Mutually Assured Stability (MAS) outlining the 
unsustainability of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) as a nuclear posture within 
the current world order. This is due to: globalization’s effects on technological 
diffusion; incentives for preemptive strike within current deterrence theory paired with 
technological advances; disincentives for cooperation and transparency; but ultimately 
to facilitate the elimination of excess nuclear inventories, and to prevent and/or 
dissuade nuclear proliferation by minor and threshold states in order to provide a 
finality to nuclear stability. 

The U.S.-Russia and the U.S.-China strategic relationship are largely reliant 
on conventional deterrence theory as a cornerstone of strategic stability. However, the 
U.S.-Democratic People’s Republic of Korea relationship, as well as with other 
threshold nuclear states like Iran, both do not rely on these same principles. Thus, at 
first glance, the U.S. has chosen to pursue missile defense policies targeting these 
states at the risk of upsetting the U.S.-Russian and U.S.-China equilibria. This 
hypothetical became a reality through both Russian and Chinese strategic 
modernization programs currently underway. Yet, the U.S. has doubled down on its 
missile defense programs expanding their scope and depth, budgetary authority, and 
deployments. This thesis seeks an answer to why the U.S. would shift away from the 
logic of MAD embedded in deterrence theory, the cornerstone of strategic stability, and 
from which it struggled for decades throughout the Cold War to establish and maintain, 
to MAS in which it would face predicted instabilities and a potential security dilemma 
with strategic peer-powers?  

This phenomenological study utilizes a qualitative approach of textual analysis 
on primary & secondary sources. Through the examination of the theoretical 
foundations of deterrence theory and the U.S. nuclear posture based on Realism, this 
thesis will highlight shortcomings, misperceptions, and misidentifications. This will 
thereby provide space for the reevaluation of the Realism’s merits to explain the 
currently unfolding expansion of missile defense in spite of these predicted 
instabilities. Instead, this reclaimed space will be filled by Alexander Wendt’s Cultures 
of Anarchy typology to classify factors influencing the American push for missile 
defense by evaluating the level of macro-system cultural internalization as a means of 
understanding their underlying functionality, and potential trajectory within Wendt’s 
framework.  
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The processes of technology diffusion spurred on by the exponentially growth 
of globalization have altered the structure within which agents act and policy is 
developed and deployed. Additionally, discoveries in the fields of behavioral 
economics and social psychology have produced research locating the margins of 
human rationality, which further emphasize the need for a reevaluation of classical 
deterrence theory. Thus, this thesis seeks several objectives. One is to detail in 
theoretical terms the evolution of strategic stability and explore the limitations of 
holding to the commonly held Realist position. In terms of Realism’s proponents, the 
rise of big-data and dominance of computational modeling have been privileged over 
social theoretical models despite their limitations in explaining human behavior. 
Instead, the study will provide room for a more equipped pre-existing international 
relations theory to be employed – Social Constructivism. Perhaps most practically 
important to us as a species though, this thesis seeks to provide a hard edge to the 
horizon of nuclear deterrence by employing the spectrum of anarchic logics. 
Keywords: Strategic stability, Missile defense, Deterrence, Social Constructivism, 
Realism, Nuclear posture 

Student Number: 2017-24625 
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초록: 
상호 확증파괴에서상호 확증안정성까지: 

미사일 방어체제 확장에 대한 구성주의 이론적 근거 
 

다비드 조엘 르 본 

국제지역연구 
국제대학원 – 서울대학교 

미국 국제 안보 자문 위원회는 2012 년 8 월 12 일 미국 국무부는 현행 세계 질서 

내 상호 확증파괴(MAD)의 지속 불가능성에 관한 보고서를 제출하였다. 세계화의 

기술 확산 효과, 현재의 제지 이론과 기술진보 안에 선제공격을 위한 유인 협력과 

투명성의 의욕을 꺾고, 보다 궁극적으로 잉여 핵 재고와 자산의 제거를 목표로 핵 

안정도, 핵 확산 방지 또는 제재를 위한 것이다. 

미국-러시아, 미국-중국의 전략적 관계는 전략적 안정성을 초석으로 

전통적인 제지 이론에 의존하고 있다. 그러나 미국-북한, 미국-이란의 전략적 

관계는 이 원칙과는 차이가 있다. 미국은 러시아, 중국과의 기존의 균형을 깨는 

위험을 무릅쓰고, 이들 국가를 겨냥한 미사일 방어 정책을 추진하기로 결정했다. 

이는 러시아와 중국의 새로운 현대화 프로그램을 통해 가설적상황이 현실화됨에 

있다. 한편, 미국은 미사일 방어 계획의 범위와 깊이, 예산권한과 핵배치 능력을 

강화시켰다. 이 논문은 왜 미국이 ‘상호 확증파괴’에서 핵 억제이론에 이어 ‘안정성 

상호 확증안정성’까지 예상되는 불안정성과 전략적 국가들 간의 잠재적인 안보 

딜레마에 봉착하는 지에 중점을 둔다. 이를 통해 이 논문은 미사일 방어 기술의 

전략적 안정성을 야기하는 원인과 미국-중국, 미국-러시아의 전략적 안정이 

불안을 초래하는 다른 요소들을 검토한다. 

이 현상학적 연구는 1 차와 2 차 자료에 대한 텍스트 분석의 질적 접근법과 

학계 및 국방 관리에 대한 심층적 개별 면담을 활용한다. 억지 이론의 이론적 

토대로 현실주의 이론에 근거하여 미국의 핵문제에 대한 태도; 뿐만 아니라, 

엠마누엘 애들러의 구도화한 가설과 스티븐 웨버의 구조상의 병렬을 검토하며 이 

논문은 각자의 단점, 오해, 오인을 강조할 것이다. 예측된 불안정성에도 불구하고, 

현실주의 이론이 미사일 방어망의 확장을 설명할 수 있는 능력을 재평가할 여지가 

생긴다. 대신, 미국의 미사일 방어 추진에 영향을 미치는 요인의 분석을 위하여 

알렉산더 웬트(Alexander Went)의 무정부(Anarchy)의 문화 유형학을 사용한다. 
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웬트의 이론적 구조 안에 기본 기능 및 잠재적 탄도를 설명하는 이해의 수단으로서 

매크로 시스템 문화적 내면화를 사용할 것이다. 

기술 확산의 과정들은 세계화의 급격한 변화로 구조 안에 대리인으로서 

행동하고 정책화 되었다. 또한 행동 경제학, 사회 심리학 발견으로 인간의 

합리성의 빈공간을 발견했다. 이 학술적 발견은 고전적 억지 이론을 재평가할 

필요성을 강조한다. 따라서 이 논문은 다음의  목표를 추구한다. 먼저, 전략적 

안정성의 진화와 보통 현실주의 이론 유지하는 것를 조사한다. 기존의 관련 

연구들은 인간 행동의 설명을 요하는 주제 임에도 불구하고 현실주의 이론에 

근거하여 사회 이론적인 모형보다는 빅 데이터 및 계량모형 연구가 선호되었다. 이 

연구는 사회적 구성주의 이론적 분석으로 기존과는 다른 국제정치이론 방법론을 

제안한다. 결론적으로 우리에게 가장 중요한 것은 무정부의 문화로서의 핵 

억지력이라는 점을 모색하고자 한다. 

 
연관  검색어 : 안정성, 미사일 방어체제, 핵 억지력, 사회적 구성주의 이론, 현실주의 

이론, 핵 태세 

학번 : 2017-24625 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The U.S. and Russia signed the Anti-Ballistic Missile (ABM) Treaty in 19721 

codifying deterrence practices and theory. However, President Bush withdrew 

from the framework in 2001 pushing instead for a full revival of missile defense 

(MD). August 12, 2012, the International Security Advisory Board (ISAB) 

released a report to the U.S. Department of State (DoS) on Mutually Assured 

Stability (MAS).2  This white paper outlined the unsustainability of Mutually 

Assured Destruction (MAD) within the current world order. This was due to: 

technological diffusion coupled with globalization; incentives for preemptive strike 

within current deterrence theory coupled with advances in technology; 

disincentives for cooperation and transparency; but ultimately as a means of 

elimination of excess nuclear arsenals, and the prevention and/or dissuasion of 

nuclear proliferation by minor and threshold states providing a finality to nuclear 

stability. 

The U.S.-Russia strategic relationship, and arguably, the U.S.-China 

strategic relationship, are largely reliant on conventional deterrence theory, 

specifically MAD via a second strike capacity as a cornerstone of strategic 

stability. However, the U.S.-Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) 

relationship, as well as with other threshold nuclear states like Iran, do not rely on 

these same principles. Thus, at first glance, the U.S. has chosen to pursue missile 

defense policies targeting these states at the risk of upsetting the U.S.-Russian and 

U.S.-China equilibria. This potentiality became a reality through both Russian and 

Chinese strategic modernization efforts currently underway manifesting those 

instabilities. Yet, the U.S. has doubled down on its MD programs expanding the 

scope and depth of research, budgetary authority, and deployments. 

 
 
 

																																																													
1 “Treaty Between The United States of America and The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on The Limitation 
of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (ABM Treaty).” : Signed May 26, 1972. U.S. Withdrawal December 13, 2001. 2 International Security Advisor Board. “Report on Mutual Assured Stability: Essential Components and Near 
Term Actions.” Issued upon request to the U.S. Department of State. August 14, 2012. Accessed via: 
https://fas.org/man/eprint/isab-2012.pdf  ; See Appendix C. 
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1.1 Research Question 
This presents an interesting question, why would the U.S. shift away from the 

logic of MAD embedded in deterrence theory, the cornerstone of strategic 

stability and from which it struggled for decades throughout the Cold War to 

establish and maintain, to MAS in which it would face predicted instabilities 

and a potential security dilemma at a global level with strategic peer-powers? 

To deterrence theorists, the MD policy is terrifying and mindboggling. The 

transition from MAD to MAS via MD has already prompted asymmetrical 

balancing by peer-power states. Examples of which are the development of prompt 

global strike missile technology in both Russia and China; Area-Denial missile 

technology in China; investments in cyber warfare capabilities in China and 

Russia; hypersonic missile and long-ranged self-guided torpedo technologies, as 

well as the development of opposing indigenous MD systems. 

 This thesis will follow a chaptered structure tackling the evolving 

geopolitical landscape of strategic stability. Chapter two will review relevant 

theoretical literature covering Realism and its critique in theoretical terms in order 

to highlight shortcomings, misperceptions, and misidentifications. Additionally, 

concepts pertaining to deterrence theory and strategic stability will be defined, as 

well as the evolution of nuclear posture in the U.S. examined. Chapter three 

introduces an alternative rationale for nuclear posture through Social 

Constructivism’s Cultures of Anarchy typology as a more equipped theory. 

Chapter four offers a brief summation of the historical narrative of MD post-WWII 

through the middle of the Trump Administration. The current expansion of MD 

bookends this portion of the thesis. Chapter five, and the primary focus of this 

thesis, will apply the Wendtian typology to examine the motivations for shifting 

away from mutually assured destruction enshrined in deterrence theory. This 

chapter’s focus will be from the perspective of the U.S. as the protagonist of MD 

expansion. This will be done by evaluating the level of macro-system cultural 

internalization as a means of understanding their underlying functionality, and 

potential trajectory within Wendt’s framework. It should be noted however, that 
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this thesis hesitates to divine futures, as Social Constructivism has no predictive 

ability. Chapter six will conclude this thesis before referential back matter. 

 
1.2 Discussion on Methods and Approach 
At a distance, this thesis is a phenomenological study that will examine the above 

question utilizing a qualitative approach of textual analysis on primary & 

secondary sources. The purpose and result of the study will provide room for a 

more equipped pre-existing IR theory to be employed. The historical aspects will 

rely largely on primary documents such as accords, treaties, budgetary documents, 

and communiqués; public statements from decision makers and theorists; and 

secondary accounts of those documents and statements. The layered historical 

processes merely act as a backdrop to provide context for MD expansion during 

post-WWII, Cold War, and post-Cold War events, while a critique of Realism will 

allow reimagining deterrence through an alternative Constructivist perspective. 

Zooming in, the Cultures of Anarchy typology is best to map and evaluate 

diverse factors motivating the U.S. policy of pursuing MD in lieu of upholding the 

preexisting MAD3 logic embedded in deterrence theory. These factors include: an 

evolution in the theory and strategic posture undergirding the policy shift; the 

relationship between the military-industrial complex and U.S. political architecture 

in both political and economic terms; technological developments addressing 

deterrence and deterrence-neutralizing capability; globalization and technology 

diffusion; and policy ideologies.  

The timeframe will extend from the end of WWII until the first half of the 

Trump Presidency. The selection of this time frame is narrowly focused on one 

theoretical topic and its subsequent policy implications. Additionally, covering the 

topic from cradle-to-grave presents a more holistic and profound understanding. 

The inclusion of the most current age is due to several reasons. Firstly, the 

importance of evolution from MAD to MAS is unfolding in parallel to the 

processes of technology diffusion spurred on by the exponentially growth of 

																																																													
3 For assumptions of MAD and associated bargaining ranges, see Appendix C 
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globalization, which have undoubtedly altered the structure within which agents 

act and policy is developed and employed. Secondly, the modern era has 

highlighted the deficiencies of classical deterrence theory. Developments and 

discoveries in the fields of behavioral economics and social psychology have 

produced excellent scholarship in locating the margins of human rationality. 

Finding these limits further emphasizes the need to revisit the way classical 

deterrence theory is imagined. Lastly, the deployment of MD has been increasing 

throughout this period led by the administrations of Reagan, Bush Sr., Clinton, 

Bush Jr., Obama, and Trump. 

 This thesis seeks several objectives given its topic of examination. The 

first is to detail in theoretical terms the evolution of strategic stability itself. This, 

as mentioned, will be done within an examination of theory through an historical 

narrative. Secondly, the thesis seeks to address the limitations of taking the 

commonly held North American structural and/or the structurational position 

regarding the development of deterrence theory. Instead, a third option, which 

embeds deterrence within a larger mutual constitutive theoretical framework, will 

be proposed. Thirdly, in terms of Realism’s dominant proponents,4 5 6 7 the rise of 

big-data and dominance of computational modeling has been privileged over social 

theoretical models despite their limitation in explaining human behavior. This 

thesis will touch upon this shortfall as well by supporting a Constructivist position 

over this limitation. Lastly, and most practically important to us as a species, this 

thesis seeks to provide a hard edge to the horizon of nuclear deterrence by 

employing the spectrum of anarchic logics of Social Constructivism. This will be 

done to conceptualize three macro-logics of cultural anarchy. This thesis hesitates 

to conceptualize these logics as stages, but thus far, history has implicitly 

suggested that understanding them as a potential beginning, middle, and end of 

deterrence theory is within the realm of possibility. To that aim, this thesis will 
																																																													
4 Jervis, R. (1978). “Cooperation Under the Security Dilemma,” World Politics, Vol. 30, No. 2. pp. 186–214. 
5 Mearsheimer, John J. (1990). “Back to the Future: Instability in Europe After the Cold War.” International 
Security, Vol.15, No. 1. pp. 5-56. 
6 Russett, Bruce M., Risse-Kappen, Thomas, Mearsheimer, John J. (Winter, 1990). “Back to the Future, Part 3: 
Realism and the Realities of European Security.” International Security, Vol.15, No. 3. pp. 216-217. 
7 Taliaferro, Jeffrey W. (2000). “Security Seeking under Anarchy: Defensive Realism Revisited.” International 
Security. Vol. 25, Iss. 3. pp. 128-161. https://doi.org/10.1162/016228800560543 
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begin with a reflection upon Realism and Constructivism, as well as the notions of 

strategic stability and deterrence theory. 

 
Chapter 2: Literature Review: 
Critics of MD have argued that it is not useful due to the technology’s immaturity 

and inability to neutralize incoming threats, meaning it has little to no effect on 

deterrence. While others claim it affects the threat perception of opponents, or is 

actually a complement to offensive deterrence adding additional incentive for a 

pre-emptive first-strike, thereby decreasing deterrence rather than increasing it. 

These lines of logic require an examination of the meaning of deterrence and 

strategic stability so that their realist foundation can be analyzed aiding in the 

proposal of Wendt’s Social Constructivist Cultures of Anarchy typology.  

 
2.1 Definition of Terms 
2.1a Deterrence 
In Schelling’s 1966 work, Arms and Influence,8 he states that military strategy is 

“the art of coercion, of intimidation, and deterrence.”9 Moreover, a state’s capacity 

to harm another is an expression of bargained violence10 embedded within the 

influences of latent force, which emerged during the third stage of warfare 

development.11 This is contrary to the notion that bargaining was understood as an 

alternative to violence in earlier stages of development, and must now be 

recognized as an influential force within the intercourse between states. The 

coercion of old comes in a new form, that of terror, which is balanced within a new 

calculus between nuclear weapon states embodying deterrence. It is crucial 

however not to conceptualize deterrence as a noun, but rather as a verb. What does 

this mean? It was alluded to in terms of a calculus. Deterrence is a process shared 

by two actors or aggregation of actors relative to a particular set of circumstances. 

																																																													
8 Schelling, T. C. “The Diplomacy of Violence,” Arms and Influence. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966. 
pp. 1–34. 
9 Schelling, T. C. “The Diplomacy of Violence,” Arms and Influence. pp. 34. 
10 ibidem pp. 30-31. 
11 The first stage of warfare pertained to feudal mobilization of coercive force for narrow means the second, the 
total nationalization and democratization of war exhibited during the Napoleonic Wars; while the third stage was 
that of nuclear war and the possibility of total and global annihilation. 
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It can only be maintained if both sides of its equation are in equilibrium. If either 

the material conditions change within a context, or that context changes, the 

calculus of deterrence will be affected in tow. 

Huth, on the other hand, focuses on delineating types of deterrence in a 

taxonomy in his work “Deterrence and International Conflict: Empirical Findings 

and Theoretical Debate.” 12  To Huth, there exist largely two expressions of 

deterrence – a direct and indirect deterrence. This former deals with preventing an 

armed attack against a state’s own territory, while the latter looks at preventing an 

armed attack against another state.13 He later adds a temporal element to his 

taxonomy labeled extended and immediate. 

As applied to MD, direct and indirect deterrence function similarly 

dependent upon geographic coverage and deployment location, as MD can ideally 

influence a would-be nuclear missile using state to preclude any attack on self or 

ally as futile. Perhaps more believable however, would be MD’s ability to counter 

a reduced surviving retaliatory strike after an initial volley targeting opposition 

nuclear forces ensuring victory through acceptable retaliatory risk and losses to self 

and/or ally. The improving technological capability and increasing amount of 

resources devoted to further research & development, and deployment of MD 

systems contributes to a similar affect when through the addition of any temporal 

factors. The exercise of calculating acceptable losses in a nuclear exchange is 

understandably morbid. Yet, it is undeniable that MD has forever altered the 

fundamental understanding of nuclear exchanges and thus the equilibrium of 

deterrence. 

Jentleson & Whytock’s development of several necessary component-parts 

of coercive diplomacy were well elaborated upon in their work, “Who Won 

Libya?”14 In this text, the notions of proportionality, reciprocity, and coercive 

credibility are detailed in the case of invasion. However, each of these elements is 

important to the construction and delineation of deterrence as a concept here as 

																																																													
12 Huth, P. K. “Deterrence and International Conflict: Empirical Findings and Theoretical Debate.” Annual 
Review of Political Science 2. No.1. 1999. pp. 25–48. 
13 Huth, P. K. “Deterrence and International Conflict: Empirical Findings and Theoretical Debate.” pp. 26-27. 
21 Jentleson, B.A. & Whytock, C.A. “Who Won Libya,” International Security, Vol. 30. No. 3. 2005. pp. 47–86. 
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well. These components do not act independently either, but are linked through 

role-based relational interactions. 

An example may aid us here. If one state does not promise that retaliation 

will accompany any opposing first strike, by default, deterrence does not exist. If 

reciprocity is ensured, but not credible, then the opposing first strike cannot be 

deterred. Lastly, imagine a scenario in which an opposing state threatens a limited 

tactical nuclear strike of the home state’s nuclear force alone, which is met by 

threats of total and utter annihilation of the oppositions state and its populations. 

This retaliatory threat becomes less believable if, and only if, the home state’s 

government is rational because no rational leader would potentially take the lives 

of millions to hundreds of millions of innocent civilians to deter a limit strike 

against combatants. If the retaliation is ensured and not proportional, it lacks 

credibility and thus, lacks the power to deter once more. MD affects both the first 

and retaliatory strike calculus by requiring drastically increased quantities of arms 

to ensure success. But this undoubtedly relies on the effectiveness of MD as a 

technology and also the threat perception of this effectiveness. 

Deterrence theory is built upon the foundations of rational choice and 

game theory. Rational choice is a principle derived from the discipline of 

economics that posits that an individual will always make logical decisions 

employing prudence in action. The inevitable outcomes of this prudence will 

provide those actors with the greatest utility given any and all available choices. 

This choice is most definitely within the actor’s highest self-interest. It acts as one 

of the requisites to a functioning game in general, and to deterrence in specific. For 

the purposes of this examination, several games were chosen in particular, which 

highlight the very fundamental logic underwriting deterrence theory and nuclear 

policy – a modified prisoner’s dilemma game, as well as arms races via a modified 

chicken game related to the security dilemma. For a more thorough explanation of 

these games, please see Appendix A-B figures 1-4.  
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2.1b Strategic Stability 
Expanding our scope, strategic stability developed organically during the Cold War 

in terms of deterrence through a reliable second-strike capability. The distribution 

of power within that particular system was largely bipolar in nature. The 

relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union saw relative stability, 

as long as each knew the other could respond with unacceptable devastation to a 

nuclear attack by the other side. The idea was formalized by David Thaler and 

Glenn Kent in the 1989 RAND publication, “First-Strike Stability: A Methodology 

for Evaluating Strategic Forces.” What Thaler and Glen refer to as first-strike 

stability has since evolved into strategic stability in modern parlance. In the 

executive summary of the work, the authors lay out a methodology for evaluating 

strategic stability stating, “after considering the vulnerability of strategic forces on 

both sides, neither leader perceives the other as pressured by the posture of the 

forces to strike first in a crisis ... neither leader sees an advantage in striking first to 

avoid the potentially worse outcome of incurring a first strike if he waits.”15 This 

concept undoubtedly includes the absence of incentives that motivate a buildup or 

use nuclear forces as well. 

Examining strategic stability at a more granular level reveals two 

subordinate and complementary metrics of stability – arms race and crisis 

stabilities. Of particular concern to the concept of strategic stability, and this thesis, 

was the way in which ballistic missile defense was interpreted during that period, 

much as it is in this period. MD acts as an independent factor affecting both arms 

race and crisis stabilities. MD incentivizes nuclear force modernization programs, 

as well as strategic asset research, development, and deployment. Additionally, it 

acts through networks of technology diffusion, which permeate into new 

geopolitical contexts. It affects crisis management by adding a defensive 

component to the deterrence calculus, affects counter-force strategies, and may act 

as an offensive force-multiplier. All of which compress command and control 

																																																													
15 Kent, Glenn A. and David E. Thaler, (1989) “First-Strike Stability: A Methodology for Evaluating Strategic 
Forces.” Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation. pp. v. Accessed via: 
https://www.rand.org/pubs/reports/R3765.html 
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decision loops, add a layer of complexity and stress to decision-makers in crisis 

moments, and requires the deployment of further assets with which to contend. 

Practically, however, it is interesting to note that the term “strategic 

stability” is not present in the 1972 ABM Treaty’s verbiage. However, its 

fundamental character is expressed within its preamble as stability is maintained by 

“effective measures to limit anti-ballistic missile systems[,which] would be a 

substantial factor in curbing the race in strategic offensive arms and would lead to 

a decrease in the risk of outbreak of nuclear war.” 16  Due to the implicit 

understanding that, at a fundamental level, a presumption of enmity is embedded 

within deterrence, any notions of strategic stability might lend to the role of 

suspicion and mistrust within the strategic relations among states. Guided by the 

adage, ‘trust, but verify,’ the U.S. and Russia installed mechanisms in the ABM 

Treaty, and other agreements, to placate these suspicions.  

This understanding becomes more acute when incorporating a political 

component with conception of deterrence. Deterrence depends in part on 

opposition forces and the nature of the political relations with them. That is to say 

deterring a mortal enemy is more difficult than a less hostile opponent, as the value 

placed on political goals by an enemy are more likely to outweigh the losses from a 

retaliatory strike than the value placed on them by mere opponents. This is of 

particular importance to later discussions on identity and relational roles found 

within Social Constructivism. 

 
2.1c Balancing 
The balance of power in international politics is a notion derived from both Realist 

and now Neorealist Schools of International Relations, which are premised upon 

our three basic assumptions. Power is sought as an end or as a means to other ends 

by states, the basic unit of action, through understandably rational choice and 

action.17 18 Utilizing these assumptions within the anarchy of international politics, 

																																																													
16 “Treaty Between The United States of America and The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on The Limitation 
of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems (ABM Treaty).” : Signed May 26, 1972. U.S. Withdrawal December 13, 2001. 
17 Keohane, Robert O., Realism, Neorealism and the Study of World Politics (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1986), pp. 7. 
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a zero-sum game is created between states. Within this system, states seek power 

through any means available, or as Morgenthau illuminates, “think and act in terms 

of interest defined as power[,]”19 and as such the interests of each player will 

rationally seek to maximize benefits while minimizing threats20 to his or her state. 

The cost-benefit pushes states to seek affiliations ultimately leading to dueling 

blocs of states. This realization paints a very Hobbesianesque picture to the state of 

affairs through which actors must navigate successfully. For if they fail, it will be 

to their own peril. Worse yet, removing one’s self from participating in this 

equation may all but ensure it. 

Waltz’s Balance of Power methods typically come in two forms – “internal 

balancing” in which a state operating internal to its frontiers attempting to augment 

its economic, military, and strategic policy capabilities, or via “external balancing” 

in which states execute external actions to augment their security traditionally 

through building alliances. Status quo states seek to maintain the current 

configuration, while revisionist states seek to upset it. 

 
2.2 Realist Understanding of Nuclear Posture 
Political Realism, as a school of international relations, relies on three assumptions 

– states, as an ordering principle, are the most basic unit of action, the state units 

seeks power as an end or a means to ends, and their actions are rational or 

observable as such.21 These basic units perceive their context identifying threats 

and formulate strategies to minimize those threats employing all conceivable 

resources at their disposal independently or in coalition.22 The international system 

has no supreme authority as a given in a perpetual state of anarchy in which states 

are left to fend for themselves to survive. It is a dog-eat-dog world and survival is 

the prime directive. 

																																																																																																																																																											
18 Waltz, Kenneth N. (1979). Theory of International Politics. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, pp. 121. 
19 Keohane Realism, Neorealism and the Study of World Politics, pp. 10. 
20 Morgenthau, Hans J., Politics among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1948), pp. 7. 
21 Keohane, Robert O. Realism. (1986) Neorealism and the Study of World Politics. Cambridge, UK: Columbia 
University Press. pp. 7. 
22 Keohane, Neorealism and the Study of World Politics. pp. 8. 
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Such a configuration allows only for relative gains, as the increase in 

power and security of one state necessarily diminishes those of another. This 

generates incentives to counter any augmented advantage of other states through 

balancing, either internally or externally, toward equilibrium. Morgenthau notes, 

however, that equilibrium is not an inevitability. Those states with advantage will 

seek to maintain that status quo perpetuating competition.23  Contrary to this 

position is Waltz, who deduces that balances of power must necessarily emerge. 

He posits that recurrent formations of these balancing interactions in the world 

system affect state alignments within and therefore conflicts occurring. Yet, it is 

not a end-all-be-all to maximize power and thus effectuate global domination, but 

may be at a minimum to seek only preservation. This nuance is effectively seeking 

a minimum energy state.24 Mechanically, this is rooted in not only a disparity in the 

distribution of capability across the state system, but how the state systems aids 

and attenuates the flow of information, which educates states in their behaviors.25 

 
2.3 Limits of Realist Understanding of Nuclear Posture 
2.3a Rationality 
Many critiques of Realism’s reliance on rationality are abound,26 yet Frank C. 

Zagare’s “A Re-examination of the Logical Foundations of Deterrence Theory”27 

stands out through its development and deployment of a purely rational deterrence 

as an objective metric for comparison. Zagare reviews the irrationality of the two 

largest lines of deterrence scholarship – structural deterrence and decision-theoretic 

deterrence. The former analyzes egotistical states in anarchy, while the latter’s 

																																																													
23 Ibidem. pp. 13. 
24 Ibidem. pp. 15. 
25 Ibidem. pp. 18. 
26 For further critiques of Realism's rational assumption, see: Bueno de Mesquita, Bruce and James D. Morrow 
(1999). “Sorting Through the Wealth of Notions.” International Security, Vol. 24. pp. 56-73. ; Martin, Lisa 
(1999). “The Contributions of Rational Choice: A Defense of Pluralism.” International Security, Vol. 24. pp. 74-
83. ; Niou, Emerson M.S. and Peter C. Ordeshook (1999). “The Return of the Luddites.” International Security, 
Vol. 24. pp. 84-96. ; Powell, Robert (1999). “The Modeling Enterprise and Security Studies.” International 
Security, Vol. 24. pp. 97-106. ; Zagare, Frank C. (1999). “All Mortis, No Rigor.” International Security, Vol. 24. 
pp. 107-14. 
27 Zagare, Frank C. (2004). “Reconciling Rationality with Deterrence: A Re-examination of the Logical 
Foundations of Deterrence Theory,” Journal of Theoretical Politics. Vol. 16, No. 2. pp. 107–141. 
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focus are the modeled micro-interactions, their motivating preferences, and their 

results.28 

 Structural deterrence is rooted in the balance of power between states and 

the cost of conflict. As the disparity of power increases or the cost of conflict 

decreases, deterrence is more likely to fail. Thus, a bipolar world of perfect parity 

equates to one of both deterrence and stability. However, Zagare quite soberly 

points out that parity conditions have been empirically poor indicators of peace, as 

most great power conflicts have in fact been under conditions of relative parity. 

Additionally, a state would not self-deter, for this would violate the precept that 

“egotistical, rational, and undifferentiated units populate” international relations.29 

Decision theoretic deterrence takes a microanalysis approach though formal and 

informal models of rationality measured by payoffs. Scholars in this line of 

deterrence assume that any nuclear war is irrational and the worst possible outcome 

as ranked. Zagare cleverly echoes Jervis’s words, “a rational strategy for the 

employment of nuclear weapons is a contradiction in terms.”30 This becomes 

evident when understood that the mutually worst outcome is irrational because 

both players can simply arrive upon a better outcome by electing for an alternative 

strategy – not conflict. In coming to this conclusion, decision theory deterrence 

presupposes a structural deterrence at a micro-level.31 And by doing so, we may 

see in detail how both structural and decision theoretic deterrence are inconsistent 

with rational choice. 

As an example, during the Cold War, the U.S. and the Soviet Union 

employed both rationality and irrationality simultaneously for the same reason. The 

Soviets and the Americans acted rationally when being deterred by a fear of 

																																																													
28 For further reading, see: Schelling, Thomas C. (1960). The Strategy of Conflict. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press. ; Schelling, Thomas C. (1966). Arms and Influence. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. ; 
Ellsberg, Daniel (1959) ‘The Theory and Practice of Blackmail.’ Lecture at the Lowell Institute, Boston, MA, 10 
March 1959. Reprinted in Oran R. Young, ed. (1975). Bargaining: Formal Theories of Negotiation. Urbana, IL: 
University of Illinois Press. ; Kahn, Herman (1962). Thinking About the Unthinkable. New York: Horizon Press. ; 
Powell, Robert (1987). “Crisis Bargaining, Escalation, and MAD.” American Political Science Review, Vol. 81. 
pp. 717-35. ; Nalebuff, Barry (1986). “Brinkmanship and Nuclear Deterrence: The Neutrality of Escalation.” 
Conflict Management and Peace Science, Vol. 9. pp. 19-30. 
29 Zagare, Frank C. (2004). “Reconciling Rationality with Deterrence.” pp. 111. 
30 Jervis, Robert (1985). ‘Introduction,’ in Jervis, Robert and Lebow, Richard Ned, and Stein, Janice Gross (eds). 
Psychology and Deterrence. Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press. pp. 19. 
31 Zagare, Frank C. (2004). “Reconciling Rationality with Deterrence.” pp. 112. 
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bearing such devastation, and irrationally when deterring because they must not 

fear this very same cost. When a state is both rational and irrational by the very 

same action and for the very same reason, a first-strike, MD, a guaranteed 

retaliation all become deterring and undeterring concurrently and the logical basis 

of the theory descends into absurdity. 

Yet, outside of the theoretical setting, relying on pure rationality, perfect 

information, and the capacity to accurately observe, analyze, and interpret an 

opponent’s actions is hazardous. The very notion of rational decision-making 

becomes more a figment of fiction than the basis for a generally applicable theory 

under scrutiny. With this understanding in mind, the development of concepts from 

the disciplines or behavioral economics, economics, and social psychology over 

the past forty years are important to note. These notions include: bounded 

rationality, 32  Daniel Kahneman’s prospect theory, 33  hyperbolic discounting, 34 

quantal response equilibria (QRE), 35 Ellsberg paradox, 36 Allais paradox, 37 and 

regret/potential risk aversion. 38 This is by no means an exhaustive list, but rather a 

very brief survey of prominent research into the limits of rationality. 

 
 

																																																													
32 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on bounded rationality, see: Conlisk, John. (June 
1996). “Why Bounded Rationality?” Journal of Economic Literature, Vol. 34, No. 2, pp. 669. 
33 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on prospect theory, see: Kahneman, Daniel and 
Tversky, Amos. (Mar., 1979), “Prospect Theory: An Analysis of Decision under Risk.” Econometrica, Vol. 47, 
No. 2. pp. 263-292 ; Barberis, Nicholas C.. (Winter 2013) “Thirty Years of Prospect Theory in Economics: A 
Review and Assessment.” Journal of Economic Perspectives, Vol. 27, No. 1. pp. 173-196. 
34 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on hyperbolic discounting, see: Doyle, John R.. 
(March 2003) “Survey of Time Preference, Delay Discounting Models.” Judgment and Decision Making, Vol. 8, 
No. 2. pp.116-135. 
35 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on quantal response equilibria, see: Pogorelskiy, 
Kirill, Emerson Melo, and Matthew Shum. (2016). “Testing the Quantal Response Hypothesis.” ; Goeree, Jacob 
K, Charles A Holt, Thomas R Palfrey, Durlauf, Steven N, and Blume, Lawrence E. (2008). “Quantal Response 
Equilibria.” Zurich Open Repository and Archive. ; Mckelvey, and Palfrey. (1995). “Quantal Response Equilibria 
for Normal Form Games.” Games and Economic Behavior 10, No. 1. pp. 6-38. 
36 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on the Ellsberg paradox, see: Ellsberg, Daniel. 
(1961). “Risk, Ambiguity, and the Savage Axioms.” The Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 75, No. 4. pp. 643-
69. ; Dequech, David. (2008) “Varieties of Uncertainty: A Survey of the Economic Literature.” 
37 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on the allais paradox, see: Heukelom, Floris. 
(2015). “A History of the Allais Paradox.” 48, No. 1. pp. 147-69. ; Huck, S., and W. Muller. (2007). “Allais for 
All: Revisiting the Paradox.” (ELSE Working Papers 289). ESRC Centre for Economic Learning and Social 
Evolution: London, UK. (ELSE Working Papers 289). ; Allais, Maurice. (1997). “An Outline of My Main 
Contributions to Economic Science.” The American Economic Review, Vol. 87, No. 6. pp. 3-12. 
38 For an excellent examination on and survey of existing work on regret aversion, see: Lovelady, Stephen. (2014). 
Experiential Regret Aversion, PQDT - UK & Ireland. 
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2.3b Theoretical Assumptions 
Kenneth Waltz39 elaborated that the anarchic structure itself is the driving force of 

interactions. Furthermore basic units within that structure are not dissimilar in 

terms of the ordering principle, but they are dissimilar only in terms of distribution 

of the capabilities across states. 

As there is no enforceable boy of law among states and “each state judging 

its grievances and ambitions according to the dictates of its own reason or desire[ 

generates] conflict, sometimes leading to war, [which] is bound to occur.”40 Waltz 

therefore saw conflict as inevitable if the cost-benefit calculus guiding self-interest 

dictated it so. “A state will use force to attain its goals if, after assessing the 

prospects for success, it values those goals more than it values the pleasures of 

peace.”41 If any state can thus use force to accomplish its interests, all states must 

be ready and willing to employ similar methods or pay in flesh. In short, it is the 

structure that creates a perception of insecurity as a paramount deficiency, which 

must be remedied. 

As applied to strategic stability, arms control presents another unique 

problem with which to engage. Neorealism’s zero-sum configuration illustrates 

that any advantage to one state equals a loss of advantage to another motivating a 

re-balancing against that perceived advantage. As one state increases its strategic 

armaments or defensive options, its opponent is incentivized to move in kind. The 

reverse may be true as well; simultaneous reductions in armaments would pose no 

relative disadvantage to any given state, but would provide an absolute 

improvement to the security of humanity. Yet, cooperation in this regard is outside 

the capability of Realism. Rousseau’s Stag and Hare Allegory detailed the idea as 

personal interests outweighed greater potential benefits from cooperation, leading 

to absolute losses.42 

																																																													
39 Waltz, Kenneth N.. (1959). Man, State, and War: A Theoretical Analysis. Cambridge, UK: Columbia University 
Press. 
40 Waltz, Kenneth N.. Man, State, and War: A Theoretical Analysis. pp.159. 
41 Ibidem. pp.160. 
42 Waltz, Kenneth N., Man, the State, and War: a Theoretical Analysis (New York:Columbia University Press, 
1954), 167. 
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Yet, collective action presents further challenges in an anarchic system of 

states. Beyond the resource mobilization issue, there exists also the potential moral 

dilemma lurking over decision-makers, which Realism is ill equipped to handle. In 

terms of missile defense, the value of life is pitted against established norms. Do 

decision makers have a duty to act contrary to internationally norms by expanding 

MD programs in order to preserve the state with strong defensives? Or, perhaps 

their duty lies in abandoning those obligatory norms domestically to ensure the 

state by acting appropriately internationally by maintaining traditional notions of 

strategic stability and limiting potential hostilities?43 In either case, rationality 

seems to be less equipped to resolve moral conundrums. 

Despite any perceived gain in security through the hypothetical elimination 

of nuclear missiles, the realist understanding of missile defense ends in possible 

arms races, as well as increased incentive for pre-emptive strike, as relative gains 

far outweigh absolute gains. Given a zero-sum system in which Realism rules, 

quantity is the dominating factor, where quality is dismissed. Waltz notes that, “the 

problem is entirely one of distribution, and not one of production”44 Having 

nuclear arms is binary. The state has them or the state does not, which determines 

the set of rules by which the state is afforded. This logic is reductive as Waltz fails 

to account for the identity of the Nuclear Weapons States (NWS), which is critical. 

As an example, to the Republic of Korea, is the 2017 DPRK with a handful of 

nuclear weapons more threatening than a China with three hundred operational 

warheads? 

Additionally, Realism cannot account for the influence of non-state actors. 

Emanuel Adler identified factors according common behaviors, coordinated by 

agents, that structure and embed significance within the realities of the 

international system.45 Adler’s work on epistemic security communities expresses 

processes through which states can be socialized by mutually internalized 

knowledge of one another in addition to that of the system structure. Furthermore, 

																																																													
43 Waltz, Kenneth N.. Man, State, and War: A Theoretical Analysis. pp. 207. 
44 Ibidem. pp. 202. 
45 Ibidem. pp. 104. 
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such processes show that these socializing conduits of communication could 

overcome collective action problems fundamentally held within realist traditions. 

 Steven Weber notes that system-wide distribution of nuclear weapons 

facilitated conditions, which constituted a “particular kind of structural change.”46 

This is a change that produces socializing forces and, in terms or arms control, 

have an isomorphic character. Weber is quick to clarify the initial ambiguity of his 

statement by elaborating that the ‘particular kind’ refers to what he calls joint 

custodianship.47 Joint custodianship, derived from the possession of nuclear arms, 

is more than a concentration of capabilities as argued for by Waltz.48 Among great 

powers possessing nuclear arms, mutual annihilation is an ever-present condition 

and thus the processes of deterrence are likewise constant. At its core, this level of 

destruction is a qualitative elevation in orders of magnitude that deny the option of 

using coercive force within a self-help system.49 It tames coercion among NWS 

and charges them with a duty to uphold the stability of the system for fear of mass-

suicide. 

He reevaluates several of Realism’s specific assumptions, the first being 

anarchy. Anarchy requires equality of units, but not in capability. However, NWS, 

through MAD and deterrence, operate by a different set of rules, which are 

codified in both the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) 

and practiced in both the UN Security Council and nuclear posture vis-à-vis one 

another. In short, this elevated status turns anarchy to hierarchy and the 

international security sphere into one under joint custodianship. 50  This new 

ordering principle is claimed to be the reason why security cooperation has 

outlived the Cold War; an idea unimaginable to other realist thinkers. 

 Furthermore, the 1969 SALT I negotiations marked the beginning of a 

period of relaxed tension, which would for a time quell the uncontrolled desires of 

a self-help system. Interestingly, the accords signed went well beyond the prudent 

																																																													
46 Weber, Steve. “Realism, Détente, and Nuclear Weapons.” pp. 55. 
47 Ibidem. pp. 55. 
48 Bull, Hedley and Butterfield, Herbert and Waltz, Kenneth. (2010). Theory of International Politics. Long 
Grove, IL: Waveland Press. pp. 194-210 
49 Weber, Steve. “Realism, Détente, and Nuclear Weapons.” pp. 63. 
50 Ibidem. pp. 61-62. 
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and mutually held interest of avoiding nuclear annihilation embodied within the 

ABM Treaty extending to the 1972 Basic Principle of Relations Agreement 

(BPA).51 This acted as a code of conduct informing shared norms that guide 

corporate identity construction within state interactions and that relate to the four 

competences of Wendtian Constructivism. 

 
2.3c Balancing 
Waltz fails to account for the notion of perception rooted in relational identities 

when explaining his ideas of balancing. J. David Singer and Stephen Walt, 

however, seemingly acknowledge the requirement through a more nuanced 

understanding of balancing by simply re-skinning it as threat. To him, it is against 

a perceived threat that one balances. Walt builds upon J. David Singer’s original 

threat equation – Threat = Capability + Intention52  by adding (1) aggregate 

strength as measured by geographic size, population, and economic capabilities 

and (2) geographic proximity to the above equation.53 Walt holds that these factors 

share a positive relationship with efforts to balance, as the more states perceive an 

ascending state embodying them, the more probably they are to be perceived as a 

threat and thus, balanced against. 

If we recycle our China-DPRK metaphor, it may become apparent that the 

preponderance of power is not a sufficient condition to motivate balancing, nor is 

proximity and intention. Vandepeer corrects this by including the idea of 

vulnerability as a third element. Both actual and perceived vulnerability go a long 

way in evaluating threat and structuring violence through differentiable relational 

																																																													
51 Nixon, Richard and Brezhnev, Leonid. (May 29, 1972). "177 - Text of the "Basic Principles of Relations 
Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics." Joint Statement. Accessed 
via: http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=3438. 
52 This equation will be further developed with the addition of the Constructivist element: ‘Perception,’ and 
Vandepeer’s contribution of ‘Vulnerability’ and ‘Intention’ as factors. This thesis thus consolidates these elements 
as Threat = Capability + Intention + Perception, whereby ‘Capability’ contains within it measures of ‘Power’ and 
‘Self Vulnerability,’ and Perception contains the factor of ‘Perceived Intention’ and ‘Perceived Self 
Vulnerability.’ For further reading, see: Singer, J. David. (March 1958 ). “Threat-Perception and the Armament-
Tension Dilemma.” The Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 2, No.1. pp. 90-105. Accessed via: 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/172848. ; Vandepeer. Charles. (2011). “Rethinking Threat: Intelligence Analysis, 
Intentions, Capabilities, and Challenge of Non-State Actors.” PhD diss., University of Adelaide, Australia. 
Accessed via: https://digital.library.adelaide.edu.au/dspace/bitstream/2440/70732/8/02whole.pdf 
53 Walt, Stephen. (Spring, 1985). “Alliance Formation and the Balance of World Power.”  International Security. 
Vol. 9, No. 4. pp. 3-43. 
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identities. 

Throughout the development and implementation of deterrence theory, 

rationalist games and decision trees were used as a means of analysis derived from 

Realist and Neorealist conceptual foundations. Yet, as a full theoretical framework, 

it would be inappropriate to apply it to the MD case. Beyond the previously 

mentioned criticisms, within materialist thought, discerning enemy from friend via 

the distribution of power in an anarchic environment is quite impossible – a task 

intended to be inviolate if survival is required. Also, history has played an 

important role in the development of the underlying and proximate causes of MD 

expansion. Yet, Realism is ahistorical. Moreover, the very evident social-

psychological nature of the deterrence conflict itself would be largely ignored, as 

the theory cannot account for these interactions. 

 
2.4 Evolution of Nuclear Posture 
The executor of MD initiatives has worked under various names and mandates, but 

what of the theoretical foundations of MD? The section follows briefly its various 

forms from a tactical weapon, the theories of MAD and Nuclear Utilization Target 

Selection (NUTS), to a utopian vision bereft of nuclear capabilities. 

 From a basic tool of war fighting to an existential strategic tool of state 

survival, U.S. nuclear policy has evolved since the development of nuclear arms in 

the Second World War. Both Generals Douglas MacArthur54 and William C. 

Westmoreland55 in the Korean and Vietnam wars respectively sought decisive 

victories through the first-use of nuclear arms. The practical usability of nuclear 

arms turned out to be a very short period thankfully. 

Increasingly from the 1950s to its apex at the 1972 ABM Treaty 

ratification, arms control, and in particular defensive arms, subsumed notions of 

free-use however. Emanuel Adler’s Structurational approach details how epistemic 

security communities overcame the collective action problem associated with 
																																																													
54 Considine, Bob. (1964). “Texts of Accounts by Lucas and Considine on Interviews With MacArthur in 1954.” 
New York Times. 9 April 1964. Accessed via: https://www.nytimes.com/1964/04/09/archives/texts-of-accounts-
by-lucas-and-considine-on-interviews-with.html 
55 Sanger, David E.. (October 6, 2018). “U.S. General Considered Nuclear Response in Vietnam War, Cables 
Show.” New York Times. Accessed via: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/06/world/asia/vietnam-war-nuclear-
weapons.html 
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nuclear arms racing through an expression of human agency producing structural 

change in the global system. These communities acted to interpret and identify 

interests for agenda setting, which help to “organize, structure, and coordinate, 

international behavior.”56  

The theory of NUTS emerged as an alternative to MAD in the late 1970s 

and was codified by President Jimmy Carter in the July 25, 1980 PD-5957 outlining 

both escalation dominance and flexible response doctrines effectively bifurcating 

deterrence. It posits that MAD as a theory is not credible in the case of a limited 

nuclear attack. Such an attack would lead to massive suicidal retaliations from both 

opposing sides eliminating any space for bargaining and de-escalation through 

proportional nuclear exchange. NUTS remains popular among some security 

wonks and policy-makers in the post-Cold War era.58 Famed political thinker 

Slavoj Žižek contends that the U.S. has simply employed a veiled combination of 

both MAD and NUTS simultaneously – the former vis-à-vis Russia and China and 

the latter vis-à-vis Iran and the DPRK respectively – which the 2018 NPR has 

finally acknowledged.59 

At its base, NUTS was founded on an understanding of the high precision of 

U.S. nuclear missile targeting systems, the overwhelming devastation that they 

could bring to bear, as well as the potential advances and deployment of defensive 

capabilities, which could neutralize any subsequent and/or remaining threats. The 

NUTS dogma was strengthened after the fall of the Soviet Union and the resulting 

decreases in nuclear tension arguing that MAD no longer applied. 

Yet, NUTS lies on an informal fallacy by assuming its conclusion that a 

limited nuclear exchange is in fact a possibility. The claim conveniently excludes 

																																																													
56 Adler, Emanuel. (1992). “The Emergence of Cooperation: National Epistemic Communities and the 
International Evolution of the Idea of Nuclear Arms Control.” International Organization. Vol. 46, No. 1. pp. 103. 
57 “The Carter Transformation of Our Strategic Doctrine.” Secret Memorandum from President Jimmy Carter to 
National Security advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski. National Archives. Accessed via: 
https://fas.org/irp/offdocs/pd/pd59.pdf and  https://www.archives.gov/files/declassification/iscap/pdf/2011-064-
doc33.pdf 
58 “Quote from Walter B. Slocombe, former U.S. Undersecretary of Defense for Policy.” Scowcroft Center. 
Twitter Post. April 24, 2018 2:47 PM. https://twitter.com/acscowcroft/status/988867118715359232?lang=en. 
59 Žižek, Slavoj. (December 28, 2017). “The U.S. is pursuing two contradictory strategies with North Korea and it 
could lead to nuclear war.” The Indpendent. Accessed via: https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/trump-america-
north-korea-kim-jong-un-nuclear-war-contradictory-strategies-zizek-a8131176.html 
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the existence of the so-called “escalate to de-escalate” nuclear strategy supposedly 

followed by Russia.60 Such a policy would moreover preclude a limited nuclear 

exchange from occurring and thus a winnable one from existing. 

With regard to MD, MAD and NUTS theorists have found themselves in 

warring camps. It is Bernard Brodie, the former RAND researcher known as the 

‘American Clausewitz’ and ‘Godfather of nuclear strategy,’ who deftly captures 

the essence of this competition stating, “[s]o long as there is a finite chance of war, 

we have to be interested in outcomes; and although all outcomes would be bad, 

some would be very much worse than others.” His focus on the finite illustrates the 

world in which NUTS theorists dwell.61 

According to MAD theorists, MD destabilizes strategic stability since it 

provides first-strike incentives and contributes to arms racing, while NUTS 

proponents submit that MD is a positive influence, which has the power to protect 

against limited nuclear threats because NUTS theory relies on the assumption of a 

winnable and limited nuclear war.62 MAD theorists see any nuclear exchange as 

unacceptable and suicidal via an expectation of an overwhelming retaliation. 

Moreover, MD acts as the fifth column of a counterforce attack by ‘mopping up’ 

any retaliatory missile launches that might have escaped the first-strike.63 This 

artificially creates the incentive to both escalate a limited attack to the level of an 

all out attack in order to overwhelm any defensive capacity and to act preemptively 

to increase the odds of its success by striking before one's own missiles are 

neutralized. 

Yet, despite PD-59 and the stamina of NUTS theorists, MAD was the 

internalized cornerstone of nuclear posture until Republican President Reagan 

																																																													
60 U.S. Department of Defense. (2018). “Nuclear Posture Review Report.” Washington, DC. pp. 8. Accessed via: 
https://media.defense.gov/2018/Feb/02/2001872886/-1/-1/1/2018-NUCLEAR-POSTURE-REVIEW-FINAL-
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61 Brodie, Bernard. (1959). Strategy in the Missile Age. Princeton University Press. pp. 278. Accessed via: 
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/commercial_books/2007/RAND_CB137-1.pdf 
62 General-Colonel (Ret.) Adrian A. Danilevich, Special Advisor for military doctrine to the Chief of the General 
Staff, contests the possibility of limiting escalation in a nuclear exchange. See: Burr, William and Savranskaya, 
Svetlana (eds.). (1995). “Previously Classified Interviews with Former Soviet Officials Reveal U.S. Strategic 
Intelligence Failure Over Decades.” National Security Archive. The George Washington University. 
63 Lieber, Keir A. and Press, Daryl G. “The New Era of Counterforce: Technological Change and the Future of 
Nuclear Deterrence.” International Security, Vol 41, No.4. (Spring 2017). MIT Press. pp. 9-49 
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moved to change this. His hostility toward the policy was highlighted in a 1988 

speech as: 

 
“It can be said that the old discredited policy of MAD is like two 
adversaries holding loaded guns to each other’s head. It may work for a 
while, but you sure better hope you don’t make a slip. People who put 
their trust in MAD must trust it to work 100 percent – forever, no slip-
ups, no madmen, no unmanageable crises, no mistakes – forever … For 
those who are not assured by such a prospect, and I count myself among 
their number, we must ask: Isn’t it time we invented a cure for the 
madness? Isn’t it time to begin curing the world of this nuclear threat?”64 

 
According to the conservative historian and international relations 

researcher Paul Lettow, President Reagan was more utopian in his radical Cold 

War policies than most understood him to be. He rejected MAD as a rational 

nuclear posture for its risk of error, susceptibility to irrational actors, and lack of 

crisis stability. He summarizes Reagan’s vision in which transcending MAD would 

result: 

 
  “1. The global elimination of nuclear weapons through verifiable treaties. 
    2. A missile defense shield capable of protecting against cheaters and 

rogue nations. 
    3. The sharing of this missile shield technology with Russia to prevent 

instability caused by a potential imbalance of nuclear forces if only 
the U.S. were to have an extensive missile defense system.”65 

 
 It is important to note that in the political and security climate now, 

conservatives tend to support MD, while eschewing arms reductions as either 

impossible or dangerous. Concurrently, liberals have tended to support arms 

control as a means of increasing stability and reducing interstate tensions, while 

criticizing MD as inherently destabilizing. However, others factors within the 

																																																													
64 Reagan, Ronald. (January 1, 1990). Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: Ronald Reagan, 1988-
1989. “Remarks to the Institute of Foreign Policy Analysis at a Conference on the Strategic Defense Initiative: 
March 14, 1988.” Publisher : Best Books on. pp. 322. 
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domestic politics of U.S. Congress supports this proclivity in cynically predictable 

ways; a point to which this examination will return in the following chapter. 

Although the context has evolved dramatically since Reagan's vision to 

radically change the parameters of global nuclear strategic stability, the spirit and, 

to a large degree, the substance of his vision has endured. Perhaps one can attribute 

this to an idealism shared by President Reagan, or alternatively, to a sober 

acknowledgement of globalization's degrading effects on MAD through the 

proliferation of technical expertise and technology diffusion that the requested 

2012 ISAB report entitled “Mutual Assured Stability: Essential Components and 

Near Term Actions”66 was published and circulated. The ISAB is a Federal 

Advisory Committee established to provide the Department of State with 

“independent insight, advice and innovation on scientific, military, diplomatic, 

political, and public diplomacy aspects of arms control, disarmament, international 

security, and nonproliferation.”67 68 The report itself was tasked with how the U.S. 

can shepherd a stable transition away from MAD to MAS the open up the 

opportunity for responsible arms reductions and ultimately the elimination of 

nuclear arms generally echoing the first goal of President Reagan’s nuclear vision. 

The MAS report contains 18 recommendations by which this task can be 

accomplished – ten of which deal with increased dialogue and establishing accords 

on various component topics, and recommendation numbers two and three deal 

with MD and shared aspects of defense and MAS, which echo Reagan’s second 

and third vision. Interestingly, ISAB member Walter B. Slocombe, a 2012 

contributor to this ISAB report, has affirmed faith in the NUTS nuclear posture.69 

Slocombe’s position notwithstanding, it is quite evident that veins of utopian 

idealism over nuclear transcendence still run deep within the international security 

dialogue. The report notes that it is a common conflation within the international 

relations field between a world of increased trust and security without adversarial 

																																																													
66 International Security Advisor Board. “Report on Mutual Assured Stability: Essential Components and Near 
Term Actions.” Issued upon request to the U.S. Department of State. August 14, 2012. Appendices C and D. 
Accessed via: https://fas.org/man/eprint/isab-2012.pdf 
67 For a complete list of both board members and contributors, see: Ibidem. Appendices C and D. 
68 Ibidem. Disclaimer. 
69 See note 116. 
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interactions and that of reduced, and potentially eliminated, inventories of nuclear 

arms, while still accepting that conflict will undoubtedly arise, albeit sans nuclear 

exacerbations.70 

Yet Aaron Miles, physicist and fellow at the Center for Global Security 

Research at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, submits that any efforts 

aimed at eliminating nuclear arms “cannot safely be separated from the ultimate 

goal of eliminating the reasons why [they] were ever developed in the first 

place.”71 Miles channels both Morgenthau's reflections on human nature and the 

romanticism of a glorious finality to the democratized terror, which nuclear arms 

have rewarded us. Sadly, romanticism and reality do not occupy the same space in 

many instances. Two obvious exceptions to this rule are the arts and defense 

policy. 

Romantic fantasies “exalt strong action over negotiation, boldness over 

caution, and feeling over reflection. It exalts dedication to a cause, with minimum 

consideration for the utility of the cause. It also prompts us to imagine ourselves 

more courageous, alert, and idealistic than sober appraisals of our behavior would 

confirm.”72 The words of Bernard Brodie are no less salient now then in 1959, 

while the cause of a future arrival at global zero is no less romantically 

intoxicating. Even in the face of a romantic allure to MD and a world absent 

democratized terror, Realism cannot account for the irrationalities of decision-

makers and nuclear postures throughout the Cold War and today. It cannot account 

for non-state actors and utopian idealism. It cannot account for historical 

narratives, nor the cooperation engendered by that experience. From its most basic 

assumptions, Realism can produce only a simplistic rationale to explain why Cold 

War disarmament and Détente emerged. Nuclear annihilation is in no one’s 

interest, and thus strategic stability is an interest shared by all. Rationality demands 
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that deterrence through a second strike be upheld via the concept of MAD in order 

to preclude arms racing, but more importantly, a nuclear exchange. 

The breakdown of Détente, after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and 

subsequent U.S. boycott of the 1980 Summer Olympics in Moscow, was spurred 

on by resulting increases in U.S.-Soviet tensions. Its death knell was the election of 

Ronald Reagan in November of 1980, as he ran on an anti-Détente platform. 

President Reagan is cited as stating that Soviet leaders believed a nuclear war was 

both possible and winnable.73 Reagan rejected both MAD and NUTS nuclear 

postures in an effort to radically alter the parameters of the Cold War competition 

akin to a passing a Kobayashi Maru exam.74 In the rapidly evolving post-Cold War 

ecosystem Clinton deescalated both tensions and the readiness of U.S. nuclear 

architecture choosing to refocused defensive capabilities on theater-based MD 

technologies and deployments. This would only last a shot period though. The 

attacks of 9/11 drastically reoriented again the trajectory and objectives of U.S. 

defense strategy and its associated policies. Bush Jr. simultaneously maintained the 

Clinton theater-based MD programs while returning to a global MD capability as 

well. The rise of China, deteriorating relations with a resurgent Russia, and the 

threat of non-state actors presented a new complexity to defensive challenges 

during a period of two wars and myriad clandestine operations in countless 

countries. Tiered deterrence has seemingly returned, but wasn’t fully locked-in and 

codified until the Trump Administration’s 2018 NPR. The Obama terms provided a 

brief respite from MAD, NUTS, and tiered deterrence in which the ISAB 

channeled Reagan idealism in an attempt to smooth out great power relations and 

responsibly reduce nuclear weapons inventories with the ultimate goal of their 

transcendence. 

A common thread through all, but one of these phases was a continual 

effort toward research, development, and deployment of MD technology. The 
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lessons learned during the Détente period and its underlying logic of MAD did not 

last through the Reagan and subsequent administrations. While Reagan recognized 

the lack of rationality, the risk of miscalculation, and the tenuous balancing act 

during crises, it was the administrations of Bush Jr., Obama, and Trump, as well as 

the ISAB who recognized the degrading effects that globalized technology 

diffusion and the threat non-state actors pose to global stability. 

Sadly, Realism, as the theory of international relations through which 

nuclear security is predominantly analyzed, cannot account for the cooperation and 

social processes of Détente, the notion of a ‘winnable’ nuclear war within the 

NUTS posture, Reagan’s post-nuclear vision, nor its policy descendent MAS. In 

each phase, the basic assumptions of rationality were challenged; non-state actors 

played key roles; and a differentiation of the basic system units together with 

coercive force being denied among NWS robbed Realism of its logic, its ordering 

principle, and its ecosystem of anarchy. How does international relations 

scholarship reconcile these fundamental deficiencies with regard to MD and 

nuclear posture? The most elegant and parsimonious answer lies within the 

Wendtian Cultures of anarchy.  

 Wendt identifies the Problems of Cooperation and the Sociological 

Problem.75 The Problems of Cooperation, on one hand, is political in nature and 

condenses the obstacles encountered under conditions of anarchy as collective 

action problems. While, on the other hand, the Sociological Problem draws a 

distinction between nature and society. The Sociological Problem explicitly 

understands that material forces and society govern nature. Yet, society, as an 

expression of cooperation, deems those material forces as important, but they do 

not reign supreme. Social regularities emerge from social interactions and create 

patterned behaviors that provide the means for Self and Other to predict the 

behaviors of one another.  

 What Weber and Adler hypothesize how both cooperation on arms control 

and nuclear posture occurred within an anarchical ecosystem and how patterns of 
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behavior inform stability. Taken together, they address both problems. This thesis 

posits that both Weber’s and Adler’s positions are essentially complementary in 

nature, with some exceptions,76 and should not be understood as being mutually 

exclusive. The reason and mechanism that allows for their marriage are the same, 

Wendt’s social constructivist typology.  

Moreover, their positions work as micro- and macro-level elaborations of 

Wendt’s Cultures of Anarchy typology. Weber’s position fits into Lockean 

Culture. It does not reject the state as a basic unit, but its quality is differentiated by 

joint custodianship. NWS, among themselves, maintain the system through MAD, 

but interact differently toward Non-Nuclear Weapons States (NNWS). Their ability 

to use coercive force is all but denied them among themselves for fear of a mass 

nuclear suicide. Practically, this is expressed as flexible response nuclear posture in 

the 2018 NPR. Yet, their ability to coerce NNWS is relatively unmitigated and 

may follow NUTS expressed as the escalation dominance nuclear posture. Adler’s 

position fits into Lockean Culture as well. The epistemic security communities 

were mere conduits for the science and defense arms of the U.S. and Soviet 

Governments to learn about Self and Other thereby facilitating and codifying 

patterned behavior. From this, both states internalized and accepted cooperation 

through mutual gain and utility maximization. Adler’s and Weber’s hypotheses 

operated in such manner until Reagan idealism attempted to push the bipolar 

system into Kantian Culture by responsibly reducing nuclear stockpiles until they 

might be eliminated while concurrent and shared MD deployments would remove 

the nuclear factor from the international relations equation entirely. Russian 

suspicions, the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of Reagan’s last term in 

office, as well as many domestic factors precluded a continuation of such a radical 

initiative before its completion. 
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Chapter 3: Alternative Understanding of Nuclear Posture 
3.1 Social Constructivism 
Social Constructivism posits that structures that frame human associations are 

constructed by ideas rather than inherently provided as Realism argues. In essence, 

through symbolic meaning, toward objects and actors, one may act. It is the 

abstraction of symbolic meaning here that is crucial to detailing the structures of 

human association. At the individual level, we can find a dialogue of social 

information interoperating to create identities, which are constructed and in turn 

reconstruct one’s self and one’s field. In short, interactions are the ingredients to 

identities and therefore to roles. 

 Wendt draws a distinction between the corporate and the social makeup of 

state actors highlighting their parallels to the “I” and the “me” in symbolic 

interactionism. 77  The intrinsic qualities that self-organize and compose 

individuality is what Wendt refers to as corporate identity. On the individual level, 

this equates to the corpus of experience and consciousness on one hand, and at the 

aggregate level, it equates to constituent members, resources, and common beliefs 

and institutions on the other.78 According to Wendt, corporate identity has four 

competences within which it pursues its interests: (1) self-differentiation and 

physical security; (2) ontological security expressed via predictability in relations, 

thereby promoting stable social identities; (3) agency recognition by others 

exceeding coercions; and, (4) human aspirations for an improved life, which the 

state embodies at the aggregate level.79 Identifying the edges of corporate interests 

provide one necessary domain within which conflict resolution, and in particular 

interest to this thesis, strategic stability, must occur.  

Alternatively, social identity is a set of meanings that actors self-attribute 

face-à-face the Other. It is important to note here that social identity can exist in 

plural, in post-modern terms, while corporate identities are unique. Moreover, 

social identities contain both individual and social elements. In essence, they are 

																																																													
77 Wendt. “Collective Identity Formation” pp. 385. 
78 Ibidem pp. 385. 
79 Ibidem pp. 385. 
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both cognitive allowing for self-identification within a particular context, as well as 

positional within a societal role based on commonly understood and expected 

information. Social identity is a medium through which agents in a system relate to 

one another. 

Moving beyond the “I” and the “me” is the “we.” Specifically, collective 

action problems are often expressions of self-interests exceeding collective 

interests. According to Wendt, self-interest and collective interest are a measure of 

the extent to and manner in which social identities contain associations of common 

fate. The result of this disparity could be expressed via a Venn diagram of Self and 

Other in which the other may be conceiving as external to or an extension of Self.80 

Important to later discussions on Kantian Culture, due to the fact that 

corporate identity seeks differentiation, collective identification will rarely be 

absolute. Yet, to the degree that it exists, there too will exist an empathetic, vice 

instrumental or situational, interdependence between Self and Other.81 This is the 

foundation of solidarity, as well as, and perhaps more importantly, of amity 

through trust. Trust is a willingness to relinquish situational control, as the actor 

trusting expects or can rely on the actions and/or intentions of the actor being 

trusted. Going full circle, as Self and Other increase their collective identifications, 

they in tow increase their collective interests, which by virtue or action via rational 

choice, would increase the reliance that one has for the actions and/or intentions of 

the other. This is rooted in the perceived collective understanding of common fate. 

Despite the achievement of a state of pure collective identity being highly unlikely, 

pursuing strategies of trust maximization still contain much value in terms of the 

capacity to accomplish objectives. 

 
3.2 Cultures of Anarchy 
Due to the importance of identities and their relation to structured violence within 

nuclear relations, as well as the non-homogenous nature of U.S. foreign policy, 

Cultures of Anarchy is a more appropriate and better-equipped method of 

identifying and analyzing motivations for U.S. MD expansion. The three – 
																																																													
80 Ibidem pp. 386. 
81 For further explanation of this point, see: Keohane 1984, 122-123; and, Russett and Sullivan 1971, 851-52. 
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Hobbesian, Lockean, and Kantian – distinctions are merely stylized labels for the 

types of macro-logics found within, which are characterized by relations of enemy, 

rival, and friend respectively.82 These Cultures are an expression of the political 

climate of the agent-structure interaction and the internalization of norms. 83 

Although it is not a difficult stretch to imagine the evolution of nuclear relations as 

an expression of these macro-cultures, one Culture’s progression is anything, but 

guaranteed however. Their underlying motives are driven by force, price, and 

legitimacy respectively. It is important to emphasize that the degree of 

internalization of macro-logics is the necessary driver in each culture. 

 How does Wendt come to this formulation? Much like Realism posits that 

each state must account for the actions of each other when determining its own 

actions, Wendt argues that this recognition makes the structure social in nature and 

is based on the relational roles and ideas of them. Thus, the structure becomes a 

repository of social ideas in which some are shared and others privately held.84 

Shared ideas within a social configuration comprise culture.85  Moreover, the 

structure does not construct the agents in totality, as they are at least in part 

exogenous, but their embedded meaning is structurally given. Adler’s epistemic 

security communities are an example of the conduits through which the sharing 

“ideas” among actors flow and creating “social facts” happen thereby constructing 

“culture.”86 This implies that culture is not ubiquitous, but is better understood as a 

spectrum, as some actors adopt the shared ideas as norms, while others do not. The 

question then becomes, how and when are norms adopted? Wendt identifies three 

reasons for observing them – coerced to do so, it is a matter of self-interest to do 

so, and finally, because the actor thinks in terms of that norm legitimating it.87 

Wendt links these ideas to schools of international relations:  Neorealist, 

Neoliberal, and Idealist or constructivist theories respectively and within which 

																																																													
82 Wendt, Alexander. 1999. Social theory of international politics. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. 
pp. 246-312. 
83 Wendt, Alexander. Social theory of international politics. pp. 250. 
84 Ibidem. pp. 249. 
85 Ibidem. Definitions, See: Chapter 4: pp. 140-142. 
86 Ibidem. pp. 249. 
87 Ibidem. pp. 250. 
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three different mechanisms of production – force, price, and legitimacy – 

determine ultimately the degree of internalization of said norm. 

Realism posits that power composition and capability distribution are the 

prime material factors determining interaction within the system. Yet, Wendt 

argues that is amity and enmity, both social ideas summed up as the “relations of 

destruction,” that guide outcomes through structuring violence between states.88 

Relations of destruction are expressed as “terms of individuality,” which is akin to 

the Waltzian “principle of differentiation.” Within Realism states are 

undifferentiated and thus, the term is dropped from Realist thinking because to 

Waltz, unit differentiation can only be functional. Whereby Constructivism deems 

them an integral mechanism through which structures constitute agents. If we 

return to amity and enmity, within the dyads, friend-friend and enemy-enemy, each 

are half and are functionally the same, but their identities are substantively 

distinct.89 In other words material conditions are meaningless without embedded 

social ideas. Wendt illustrates this understanding in the following:90 

 
Chart 1: The Multiple Realizations of International Cultures of Anarchy. 
See: Wendt, Alexander. Social Theory of International Politics. pp. 252. 

 
Wendt’s Cultures of Anarchy analyzes macro-structures in relational 

terms. The essence of each Culture is one archetypal role: Hobbesian Cultures is 

dominated by the “enemy,” Lockean Culture by the “rival,” and Kantian Culture 
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89 Ibidem. pp. 256. 
90 Ibidem. pp. 254. 
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by the “friend.”91 The relations of destruction determine the roles of Self and Other 

on the micro-level vis-à-vis violence: enemies disregard limits on violence among 

themselves, rivals use violence to forward interests within limits, and friends, en 

lieu of violence, negotiate security issues as a team.92 

 
3.2a Hobbesian Culture 
Wendt points out that this Culture is most easily identifiable with Realism due to 

“high mortality rates,”93 which preclude the formation of shared ideas. After all, 

why would any given actor invest in shared ideas if a non-existent future were 

most likely? The ‘state of war’ itself becomes the internalized idea that constitutes 

the identities of the actors within irrespective of the death toll among its 

members.94 

 Hobbesian relations of destruction pits Self and Other on opposite 

extremes of a spectrum regulating the exchange of violence. An enemy does not 

recognize the right of Self to exist, and will not willingly limit its violence against 

Self, which Wendt calls ‘deep revision.’95 Here, because perception is real in its 

consequences, any encounter results in four consequences: (1) States tend to react 

as if they are deep revisionists themselves when encountering another deep 

revisionist. (2) Perspectives will tend to focus on worst-case scenarios, over a 

hypothetical future reducing any chances of cooperation – said shortly, prospect 

theory regulates rationality en lieu of expected-utility theory. (3) Decision-making 

processes rely on relative coercive capacity. Accordingly, Hobbesian logic dictates 

that an enemy’s capabilities will provide an ability to divine its behavior. Thus, in a 

Hobbesian world, the instant victory is achievable, violence in inevitable. 

Weakness is an existential threat forcing status quo states succumb to arming to 

keep the peace.96 (4) When hostilities are expressed through violence, eradication 

of comparative disadvantage is the objective. This orientation leads to preemptive 

																																																													
91 Ibidem. pp. 257. 
92 Ibidem. pp. 257-258. 
93 Ibidem. pp. 259. 
94 Ibidem. pp. 259. 
95 Ibidem. pp. 261. 
96 Ibidem. pp. 262. 
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and preventative strikes. Threat perception is mutually reinforcing by the enemy-

enemy dyad whereby cause and the effect occupy the same space perpetuating the 

Hobbesian Logic or Anarchies. This produces a stable homeostasis.97 

 According to Wendt, each Culture has a specific logic woven into it by the 

attribution of roles by Self. When Self reflexively attributes roles, they are 

considered qualities of the agents themselves, while the attribution of roles to 

Other are qualities of the social structure. These micro-level phenomena aggregate 

expressing macro-level logics after having moved beyond some system-wide 

threshold. This event socializes the actors within. The system informs the 

behaviors of actors reliant on what relational knowledge of one another is 

possessed providing license in behavioral prediction and system-level patterns.98 

War is a collective behavior embedded with meanings of roles. Sans these 

shared meanings, war becomes merely a slaughter akin to the state of nature found 

within Hobbes’s Leviathan. 99  Wendt identifies examples of Hobbesian first 

encounters in which internalization of the cultural logic is obliged, “European 

explorers conquering indigenous peoples, Huns raiding Roman outposts, Mongols 

pillaging medieval Europe.”100 Subsequent to this event, war is constructed as 

mutual learning of a minimum of three pieces of information occurs which embeds 

meaning in slaughter: (1) states deal with like units; (2) those units are enemies 

aimed at deep revisionism; and, (3) how these units conduct violence.101  

Within Hobbesian Anarchy, four behaviors emerge: (1) “endemic and 

unlimited warfare”102 ; (2) the cull of actors ill-equipped for said violence – 

proclivity toward violence becomes a selectable trait, which reaffirms Waltz’s idea 

of functional isomorphism producing like-units. Contrary to Waltz’s predictions 

however, conquered weak states reduces the quantity of units, and increases the 

concentration of power; (3) balancing will become the behavior of states able to 

escape destruction, despite the enduring drive for consolidation; and, (4) non-
																																																													
97 Ibidem. pp. 263. 
98 Ibidem. pp. 265. 
99 Hobbes, Thomas, and C. B. Macpherson. (1985). Leviathan. Harmondsworth: Penguin. Original work: Hobbes, 
Thomas. (1651). Leviathan or The Matter, Forme and Power of a Common-Wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civil. 
100 Wendt, Alexander. Social theory of international politics. pp. 268. 
101 Ibidem. pp. 268. 
102 Ibidem. pp. 265. 
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alignment of units will become increasing untenable.103 These four tendencies 

become norms allowing Realism to be a possibility.104 

 
Degrees of Internalization 
When a cultural norm is identified and followed out of coercion, it is the first 

degree of internalization. As previously mentioned, status quo states will find 

themselves in a Hobbesian Culture if perceive the worst about the intentions of 

another aided by uncertainty and risk-aversion. Deep revisionist becomes a self-

interest creating the security dilemma.105 

Second Degree internalization exists when actors follow cultural norms 

when they are perceived as in their self-interest.”106 They are instrumental in nature 

and dominated by an internal self-regulated cost-benefit calculus that guides the 

actor toward their exogenous ends. If the costs exceed the benefits, the norm is not 

followed. Actors have the privilege of meaningful choice implicitly acknowledging 

a circumstance free from “immediate coercion.”107 

In the third degree, norms are fully accepted and internally legitimate as 

claims by the Other.108 At this degree of internalization, norms construct agents. 

The Self becomes invested in the perpetuation of the norm and the Other. Wendt 

highlights the paradox in the Hobbesian 3rd degree on internalization, that being 

enemy mirroring in which Self is invested in a deep revisionist Other. Yet, he 

presents one possible solution in that states cannot “kill” each other due to the lack 

of capacity or through the balance of power.109 Nuclear deterrence fits the latter 

formulation. 

 Is change possible within Cultures? Wendt argues that the answer depends 

on the degree to which norms are internalized. Realists argue that the structure is 

incapable of evolution under anarchy. Yet, if relational ideas are the variable and 
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internalization the metric, change is in fact more likely in a realist structure than a 

constructivist one.110 

  
3.2b Lockean Culture 
For three hundred some years, the Westphalian Order has embodied a Lockean 

Culture with several exceptions i.e. the Napoleonic Wars and WWII. Similar to 

Hobbesian Logic, Lockean Culture operates by role relations constituted by 

renderings of Self and Other vis-à-vis violence. Dissimilar to enemies though, 

between Lockean rivals, the lives of the Self and Other are a right. The interstate 

system expresses this right through sovereignty. Rivals may resort to violence as a 

mechanism of dispute settlement. Mutual agreement and self-restraint are 

enshrined and recognized as an institution akin to a Rousseauian social contract or 

international law.111  

A rivalrous Self-Other relationship bears at least four implications on 

interstate relations: (1) irrespective of the substance of a conflict, states are 

expected to respect sovereignty; (2) since “State death” is not a viable outcome, 

expected-utility theory becomes the formulation of rationality; (3) relative military 

power matters, but less so allowing balance of power to give way to balance of 

threat; and, (4) in the case of a dispute descending into combat, belligerents are 

self-restraining producing just war theory and civilizational norms. 112  Where 

Enemy and Rival diverge is the degree to which Self and Other recognize one 

another’s position and the degree to which each will indulge in revisionism to alter 

that position. Shallow revision does not contest the right to existence, but merely 

attempts to adjust behavior or possessions. Among enemies, external factors limit 

violence, while among rivals violence is self-limited.113 

 Wendt states “rivalry is an inter-psychological relationship, as a 

conjoining of subjective beliefs about Self and Other.”114 Thus, if perceptions 

change, the rivalry itself is altered accordingly. Subjectivity, based on roles, 
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determines cultural form. As Rivalry crosses the macro-level watershed, actors will 

attribute its subjectivities onto each other. 

Wendt identifies four macro-level tendencies: (1) states both accept and 

limit violence. Outside of these brief respites, cooperation returns the system to the 

status ante bellum, which echoes Ruggie’s ideas of Hobbesian Culture’s use of 

constitutive wars of survival and Lockean Culture’s configurative wars of territory 

and strategic advantage115; (2) war is limited among recognized states to lend 

stability to their numbers; (3), mutual recognition of sovereignty renders balance of 

power, not anarchy; and, (4) because threats of revision lessen, isomorphisms 

disappear and neutrality or non-alignment become recognizable positions.116 

 
Degrees of Internalization 
The first degree of internalization typifies states coerced into compliance with the 

norms of sovereignty. This may come in the form of direct coercion from a 

superior power or through balancing, defensive capabilities, or material factors 

creating an obligation for said action. Collective coercion perpetuates the Lockean 

system as long as a critical mass of states bent on revisionism are absent lest the 

system will devolve into Hobbesianism.117 

Advancing exogenous interests via an attractive utility function compels 

states to comply with the norm of sovereignty in the second degree of 

internalization. For the purposes of this thesis, security is the prime interest here. 

Absolute gains are possible via sovereignty’s protections of territorial integrity and 

right to existence. Sovereignty acts as an external force informing behavior, which 

is combined with the self-regulating cost-benefit calculus of state rationale. Despite 

these married effects, norm violation remains a plausible behavior.118 
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In the third degree, again, the external norms have internalized themselves 

so deeply, legitimation occurs as the norm composes a state’s identity. The norms 

and the interests are one and the same and mutually constitutive.119 

 
3.2c Kantian Culture 
For Wendt, it makes little logical sense to anthropomorphize States by allowing for 

them to be enemies of one another and not be friends as well. And as such, he sets 

out to define what amity would entail. Friendship requires two independent and 

indispensible rules be fulfilled: (1) the rule of non-violence will underwrite system 

interaction, as disputes settlement is absent war or its threat; and, (2) the rule of 

mutual aid requires that friends fight as one if security of either in peril by an 

outsider. However these rules have three caveats: (1) non-violence can mean 

indifference. (2) Friendship concerns national security only. (3) Friendship has no 

expiry date unlike an alliance, which is coterminous to mutually held self-interests 

within the logics of rivalry or enmity.120 

The two rules of amity govern the macro-level logic of Kantian Culture. 

Actual examples of both are embodied in “pluralistic security communities”121 and 

“collective security.” In the former there is a sense of we-ness in which war is 

improbable and disputes settled amicable. The latter pools security in order to 

augment ingroup strength through balance of power mechanisms with an outgroup 

member. Wendt reckon that this is a “utility-maximizing strategy of self-interested 

collaborators.122 Clearly, a universal held norm of collective-security necessitates 

the internalization of Kantian Culture in ubiquity.  

 
Degrees of Internalization 
In the first degree of internalization, the pluralistic security community is an 

extension of compliance mechanisms within Lockean Culture. In the Lockean 

Culture, states are coerced form killing one another, in Kantian Culture attack is no 

longer even an option executed via deterrence or sanction. This is due to the 
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positive right of sovereignty and the negative right of freedom from violence.123 

Wendt speculates that war would be precluded through self-regulation as the costs 

would be too great, interdependence obliges it, civilization is fragile and must be 

stewarded, and the proliferation of nuclear weapons would ensure that even limited 

exchanges would equate to complete irrationality.124 This last point is especially 

prescient for Presidential Directive 59 (PD-59) and the 2018 Nuclear Posture 

Review (NPR), which codified tiered deterrence. 

Wendt is keen to note that collective security presents an intellectual 

challenge for the first degree Kantian internalization, as coercion must describe 

disposition for non-violence and cooperation, which is distinct from alliance 

behavior.125 This may be true when there is a member state in the collectivity that 

is a “reluctant cooperator,” the majority could obligate them into “burden sharing” 

through sanction similar to the pluralistic security community. But some sort of 

systemic existential threat must be present to force cooperation. Examples of this 

might be the devastations of a nuclear exchange.126 

Within the second degree, States adhere to norms out of individual self-

interest and, which are absent qualities of revisionism. Conduct is reflective of a 

purely instrumental calculation if compliance will forward exogenous interests.127 

Within a pluralistic security community, norm adherence is a function of cost-

benefit calculus. The costs are built into the incentive structure of friendship, which 

deter aggressive action evoking indifference. 128  Within a collective security 

arrangement, non-violence is the collective action problem negotiated by a 

“dilemma of aversions,” while non-aggression is negotiated by a “dilemma of 

common interests.”129 Amity becomes a strategic and impoverished friendship in 
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which states act through instrumentality in order to garner benefits having been 

guided by self-interests absent any sacrifices.130 

In the third degree, through legitimacy, states accept and internalize any 

claims other states identify a friend’s security as one with their own. The frontiers 

between Self and Other blur. 131  Individual identity is collective identity and 

domestic interests are international interests; friendship is the end in and of itself, 

rather than an instrumental pattern of behavior.132 This collapse of Self and Other 

generates altruism via other-help and presents a finality to collective action 

problems. In reality, this level of internalization is rare due to the tension between 

individual and collective.133 

 
Chapter 4: History 
4.1 History of Missile Defense 
It is truly astonishing to note that even seasoned Cold-War policy makers and elder 

statesmen, such as Henry Kissinger, former secretaries U.S. Department of 

Defense (DoD) William Perry, (DoS) George Shultz, and Senator (ret.) Sam Nunn 

who now leads the Nuclear Threat Initiative, have publically distanced themselves 

from classical deterrence theory.134  

 
“The risk of accidents, misjudgments or unauthorized launches, 
they argued, was growing more acute in a world of rivalries 
between relatively new nuclear states that lacked the security 
safeguards developed over many years by America and the Soviet 
Union. The emergence of pariah states, such as North Korea 
(possibly soon to be joined by Iran), armed with nuclear weapons 
was adding to the fear as was the declared ambition of terrorists to 
steal, buy or build a nuclear device.”135 
 
In short, the stabilities of bi-polarity ending in the post-Cold War and the 

processes of technology diffusion spurred on exponentially via globalization have 
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altered the structural context within which agents act and policy is developed and 

employed. One such policy is MD, which is further disrupting the security 

environment. This changing environment has cast the deficiencies of old-think 

deterrence model into stark contrast with the many uncertain potential futures, 

which prompt a re-examination of classical deterrence theory as it relates to 

strategic stability. 

But how did humanity come to this crossroads? Keeping Thaler and Glen’s 

methodology for evaluating strategic stability in mind – no advantage emerges, 

when after gauging the vulnerability of strategic forces, through a first strike used 

to preclude any worse outcome of not striking – it becomes clear why strategic 

stability was sought. This is especially true when further unpacking the notion of 

stability into arms race stability and crisis stability. Nuclear history has been an 

exercise in both metrics. 

The notion that one may defend against missile attacks is as old as that of 

attacking with them. The modern missile owes its existence to the German V-1 and 

V-2 rocket programs in the Second World War. The standard method employed 

anti-aircraft guns, which in the correct configuration garnered a high rate of 

success against the V-1.  

Gregory Canavan cites one such deployment made possible under the Lend 

Lease Act, “200 U.S. 90 mm AA guns with SCR-584 radars and Western 

Electric/Bell Labs computers ... demonstrated a 95% success rate against V-1s that 

flew into their range.”136 However, the V2 was markedly more advanced than its 

V1 cousin and posed orders of magnitude more difficulty in their interception. 

Where the V1 acted as a simple cruise missile guided by a pendulum and 

gyroscope damping guidance system at lower relative speeds, The V2 was the first 

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) using guide beam radio signal guidance 

and high ascent and descent attack trajectories and high relative speeds.137 
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Irrespective of the SCR-584’s ability track trajectories of the V2 allowing 

for warning times, the V2 were nearly impervious to interception with AA guns. 

Bell Laboratories confirmed through a wartime research study. In the post-war 

environment, the Allies benefited a great deal from German research. Coupled with 

their own, the U.S. Army Air Force experimented with anti-missile missiles by 

initiating Projects Wizard and Thumper in 1946, aiming at the creation of anti-V-2 

missile technology.138 When the Army Air Force split in 1947, the U.S. Air Force 

cancelled Project Thumper rolling funding into the Boeing CIM-10 Bomarc missile 

program; a system intended to be the flagship of U.S. Air Force MD. However this 

too saw funding whittled away, operational problems, and concerns over 

technological obsolescence motivating its ultimate cancellation in 1972 having 

produced only two Canadian and sixteen U.S. sites of the 52 mandated total. The 

Army shifted its sights on the development of the Nike Zeus missile program as a 

direct counter to reports of Soviet missile technology advancements.139 

1957 saw the Soviets launch both the R-7 Semyorka ICBM in August, and 

Sputnik 1 in October. Military circles nearly succumbed to a panic as a series of 

intelligence reviews were released estimating the supposed increases in Soviet 

missile inventories. The December 1957 National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) 11-

10-57, submitted that 10 Soviet prototype missiles would be deployed by mid-

1958.140 The quantity blew up in the August 1958 NIE 11-5-58, as 100 ICBMs 

would be deployed by 1960, 500 ICBMs earlier than 1962.141 142 

Faced with the terror that the Soviets could destroy both every major U.S. 

city and major military installation, while unable to return such devastation, the 

U.S. went headlong into ICBM development and deployment. It's, SM-65 Atlas 
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program would effectively close the 1959 missile gap by 1963.143 The U.S. was not 

the only state building missile defense. In fact, the Soviet Union was first to 

operationalize an MD system in 1962-1963 protecting Moscow with eight sites of 

16 interceptors. However, only four sites of a 64 interceptors were completed. The 

plan was reduced further in 1972 after signing of the ABM Treaty, which limited 

MD to two ABM sites totaling 200 interceptors. The 1974 protocol cut this down 

to one site and 100 interceptors.144 The Cold War nuclear arms race had begun. 

The Cuban Missile Crisis is the example par excellence of crisis 

management stability as the October 1962 deployment of Soviet nuclear missiles to 

within 90 miles of the continental U.S. was arguably the closest humanity came to 

a global nuclear exchange.145 The zero-sum logic of the crisis resulted in the 

Washington D.C.-Moscow crisis management hotline, assurances to Cuban 

sovereignty, as well as the withdrawal of both U.S. Jupiter missiles from Turkey 

and Italy and Russian R-12 Dvina missiles from Cuba. Crisis stability fueled 

efforts for a more rigid framework enshrining strategic stability between the two 

global powers. 

From June 23 to June 25, 1967, at the Hollybush Mansion in Glassboro, 

New Jersey, President Lyndon B. Johnson and Premier Alexei Kosygin met to 

discuss U.S.-Soviet relations. The idea of an ABM Treaty was floated by Johnson 

and subsequently rejected by Kosygin.  

Irrespective of this, Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT I) began in 

November 1969 leading to the 1972 agreement limiting strategic defensive 

capabilities to two sites for their respective capital cities and ICBM silos. President 

Richard Nixon and the General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev signed the agreement 

26 May at a Moscow Summit. With Congress refusing to fund a U.S. National 

Command Authority (NCA) site, the 1974 Protocol codified Congressional 

																																																													
143 Preble, “Who Ever Believed in the ‘Missile Gap,”’ pp. 810. 
144 Unattributed. “History of Russia’s Anti-ballistic Missile (ABM) System.” Union of Concerned Scientists. 
Accessed via: https://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear-weapons/missile-defense/history-of-russian-missile-
defense.html#.W77SOVKYSuV 
145 For an in-depth examination of the Cuban Missile Crisis, Harvard’s Belfer Center provides an expansive 
resource list accessible here: http://www.cubanmissilecrisis.org/for-educators/reading-lists/ 
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balking, which limited sites to those already in construction - Moscow and the 

North Dakota Safeguard Complex.146 The aim of Moscow was to ensure the 

survivability of its command and control architecture, or the NCA in treaty 

parlance, during a nuclear exchange, while the U.S. aimed to ensure its second-

strike capability. The Safeguard Complex, deployed nuclear equipped LIM-49A 

Spartan and Sprint missiles to protect ICBM silos as a manifestation of the 

mutually assured destruction doctrine. 

Beyond a nation-wide defensive network, the treaty also banned any 

development or deployments of sea-based, space-based, or air-based ABM 

systems. Additionally, testing was prohibited beyond “current or additionally 

agreed” upon sites. In order to preclude future ABM technological development, 

explicit limitations on radar utilization and modernizations, as well as non-ABM 

systems like SAMs. 

According to policy makers in the Nixon administration, an ABM Treaty 

would act to check the Soviet threat. This was evidenced by Henry Kissinger’s 15 

June 1972 Congressional testimony, “... by setting a limit to ABM defenses, the 

treaty not only eliminates one area of potentially dangerous defensive competition, 

but it reduces the incentive for continuing deployment of offensive systems.” 

Meaning, ABM deployments exacerbated the nuclear arms race through elevated 

need to field more ICBMs to penetrate any strategic defenses. This also 

incentivized penetration aids like MIRVs to offset any defensive edge and the 

cycle repeats.147 

Having overcome Kosygin’s initial resistance, the added benefits to 

strategic stability provided a basis for general support in both the American and 

Soviet camps. This rule still holds with the exception Republican administrations. 

Reagan opened up this effort through indirect means as DoD and DoS attorneys 

liberally interpret the ABM treaty support the Pentagon SDI program. SDI sought 

to develop and deploy space-based missile defense architecture. In President 
																																																													
146 ABM Treaty. U.S. Department of State, Diplomacy in Action. Accessed via: 
https://www.state.gov/t/avc/trty/101888.htm 
147 “The Soviet Position on ABM Limitations on SALT,” 22 January 1970. Memorandum: Henry Kissinger to 
President Nixon. National Archives, NSCF, box 840, ABM System Vol. III. Accessed via: 
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm02.pdf 
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Reagan’s words, “as we progressed and developed SDI, we realized we were 

coming to a time in which that narrow interpretation of the ABM treaty could 

interfere with and set us back in what we were trying to accomplish.”148 The 

tolerant interpretation would continue unabated under both Reagan and Bush Sr. 

irrespective of strong criticism from Ambassador Gerald C. Smith, a former SALT 

I delegate, who had directly plead to President Nixon in support of ABM 

limitations to preclude further arms racing with the Soviets, which undermined the 

theoretical foundations of MD development and deployments.149 150 The issue was 

a lightning rod for the Nixon Administration; the Deputy Director of Defense 

David Packard directly opposed the Joint Chiefs of Staff who supported MD 

development and deployment.151 However, the pendulum swung back during the 

Clinton administration after the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

returned to the original more “narrow” interpretation of the ABM Treaty.152  

Clinton's efforts to return to arms control and disarmament continued in 

September 1997, as representatives from the U.S., Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 

and Ukraine signed an agreements to promote Russian ratification of START II 

negotiations, as well as detail ABM Treaty positions.153 The momentum ended 

abruptly after the signing of the May 2002 U.S.-Russia Strategic Offensive 

Reductions Treaty (SORT) when the President Bush Jr. withdrew from the ABM 

																																																													
148 Unattributed. “Transcript of President's News Conference.” (March 20, 1987). New York Times. Accessed via: 
https://www.nytimes.com/1987/03/20/us/transcript-of-president-s-news-conference.html 
149 “A Safeguard Site at Washington for FY 71?,” 24 January 1970. Top Secret Memorandum: Walter B. Slocombe 
to Henry Kissinger. National Archives, NSCF, box 840, ABM System Vol.III 1/70 Memos and Misc. Accessed 
via: https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm03.pdf. ; Garthoff, Raymond. (1985). Détente and 
Confrontation: American-Soviet Relations from Nixon to Reagan. Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution. pp. 
162-163. ;  For an account of Gerald C. Smith’s correspondence with President Nixon, see: Smith, Gerald C.. 
(1980). Doubletalk: The Story of the First Strategic Arms Limitations Talks. Garden City, Doubleday, pp. 263-65.  
150 U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. Top Secret/Sensitive, excised copy. Cable: Gerard C. Smith to 
Henry Kissinger, 7 August 1971. ACDA FOIA Release. Accessed via: 
https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm13.pdf 
151 U.S. Department of State Cable 145329 to SALT Delegation, “August 9 Verification Panel Meeting,” 10 
August 1971. Secret/Nodis. National Archives, Record Group 59, Department of State Records, Subject-Numeric 
Files 1970-1973, Def 18-3 Fin. Accessed via: https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm14.pdf 
152 “Secretary Laird Concerned About Leak of Soviet ABM Position,” 29 April 1970. Memorandum: Secretary of 
Defense Melvin Laird. with “Impact of SALT on the SAFEGUARD Debate,” 28 April 1970 attached. Top Secret 
Memorandum: Helmut Sonnenfeldt to Henry Kissinger. National Archives, NSCF, box 840, ABM System Vol. 
IV. Accessed via: https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm04.pdf 
153 “Russia-United States Joint Statement Concerning the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty March 21, 1997.” U.S. 
Government Publishing Office. Washington D.C.. Accessed via: https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/WCPD-1997-03-
24/pdf/WCPD-1997-03-24-Pg390.pdf 
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Treaty in June 2002. In retaliation, the Russians quit their previously agreed upon 

START II commitments. 

Some of which included a START II extension protocol, a memorandum 

of understanding outlining ABM Treaty succession, the first two joint statements 

concerning theater missile defense (TMD) demarcation limits with confidence-

building measures, and updated regulations for the Standing Consultative 

Commission charged with Treaty obligation implementation and enforcement.154 

Where Reagan and Bush Sr. relied on legalese to carve out maneuvering 

room and forward MD research and development, Bush Jr. confronted the ABM 

Treaty head-on. President Bush Jr. and the neo-conservative establishment openly 

acknowledge MD plans contravened the verbiage of the ABM Treaty evidenced by 

the National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, the ABM “treaty is so restrictive 

that anything you do that isn’t ground-based that you use in an ABM mode, so to 

speak, is a violation of the treaty.”155  The Bush Administration emphatically 

contended that states like Iraq and North Korea, and non-state actors like Al-

Qaeda, were all sources of an ICBM threat. Through this lens, the ABM Treaty 

became no more than an obstacle to dismantle and shelve as a Cold War relic.156 

President Putin was less convinced then and now, as he continues to view the 

ABM accord as a stabilizing force between great powers.157 Yet, the then reported 

U.S.-Russian bargain, which might have allowed some sort of MD development 

within mutually-agreed upon limitations, was never going to be enough to placate 

Bush Jr.’s ultimate objective, the outright rejection of and withdrawal from a 

treaty158 that prohibits a nation-wide and theater defense system.159 

																																																													
154 Unattributed. (Updated January 2003). “The 1997 START/ABM Package at a Glance.” Arms Control 
Association: Fact Sheets & Briefs. Accessed via: https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/pack 
155 Dixon, Robyn. (July 27, 2001). “Speed Key in Arms Talks, Rice Says.” Los Angeles Times. Accessed via: 
http://articles.latimes.com/2001/jul/27/news/mn-27170 
156 Rusten, Lynn F.. (January 2010). “U.S. Withdrawal from the Antiballistic Missile Treaty: Case Study 2.” 
Center for the Study of Weapons of Mass Destruction, National Defense University. In Center for the Study of 
Weapons of Mass Destruction Series. (eds.) Jeffrey A. Larsen and Erin R. Mahan. pp. 6-10. Accessed via: 
http://ndupress.ndu.edu/Portals/68/Documents/casestudies/CSWMD_CaseStudy-2.pdf 
157 Central Intelligence Agency, Directorate of Intelligence. “Soviet ABM Defenses - Status and Prospects,” SR 
IM 70-27, August 1970, Intelligence Memorandum, excised copy. CIA Historical Declassification Release, 1999. 
Accessed via: https://nsarchive2.gwu.edu/NSAEBB/NSAEBB60/abm022.pdf 
158 Unattributed. (Posted January 1, 2002). “U.S. Withdrawal From the ABM Treaty: President Bush’s Remarks 
and U.S. Diplomatic Notes.” Arms Control Association: Arms Control Today. Accessed via: 
https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2002_01-02/docjanfeb02 
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Missile defense has evolved several times since the ratification of the 

ABM Treaty in 1972. The configuration has varied from the Nike Zeus missile 

defense system and Project defender in the 1960s, Safeguard from 1969-1976, to 

the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) from 1982-1993, the Ballistic Missile 

Defense Organization (BMDO) in the 1990s, and finally to the Missile Defense 

Agency (MDA) in 2002. 

Where Nike Zeus used land-based a 25-kiloton W31 warhead to snare 

incoming nuclear threats in the atmosphere, Project Defender160 relied on the 

conceptual Ballistic Missile Boost Intercept (BAMBI) system. BAMBI 

architecture, in contrast, was launched from satellite platforms in orbit above the 

Soviet Union. Each deployable consisted of an enormous cable mesh net designed 

to snare missile threats in the boost phase. However, the concept never left the 

drawing board, as the proposed satellite platforms were vulnerable to direct attack 

themselves prompting the program’s cancelation in 1968. 

Moving past the previously covered Safeguard program, the 1980s SDI 

returned to space-based platforms for targeting and interception. The architecture, 

based on the High Frontier BAMBI-equipped platforms, would be swapped out for 

energy weapons and renamed the Strategic Defense System, Phase I Architecture. 

The configuration earned the ire of Senator Ted Kennedy famously labeling the 

project Star Wars.161 The feasibility was the subject of much doubt prompting the 

reformulation of the architecture under the name Smart Rocks in which space-

based sensor grids would linkup with low orbiting interceptor missile garages. 

In 1987, Lowell Wood and Edward Teller from Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory pioneered an alternative MD system cheekily named Brilliant 

Pebbles after the Smart Rocks platform. This architecture was comprised of 

satellites housing thousands of small air-to-air missiles in orbits above the Soviet 

																																																																																																																																																											
159 Rusten, Lynn F.. “U.S. Withdrawal from the Antiballistic Missile Treaty: Case Study 2. pp. 1. 
160 Broad, William J.. (October 28, 1986). “‘STAR WARS’ TRACED TO EISENHOWER ERA.” New York 
Times Archives. Accessed via: https://www.nytimes.com/1986/10/28/science/star-wars-traced-to-eisenhower-
era.html 
161 Cannon, Lou. (March 24, 1983). “President Seeks Futuristic Defense Against Missiles.” The Washington Post. 
Accessed via: https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1983/03/24/president-seeks-futuristic-defense-
against-missiles/d5b9ee2c-eec1-4fc8-a9dc-d91568d7a9e6/?utm_term=.d920e172387e 
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Union. Each pebbles used IR targeting and hit-to-kill missiles designed to intercept 

prior to the deployment of Multiple Independently targetable Reentry Vehicles 

(MIRV). The concept was to decrease the ABMs to ICBMs needed and thereby the 

overall efficiency of the system. However, this efficiency gain was disputed when 

considering the enormous Russian landmass that would have to be monitored 24 

hours a day, 365 days a year. U.S. Military. Historian Patrick Coffey notes in his 

work American Arsenal: A Century of Weapon Technology and Strategy, some a 

minimum of 423 stations would be needed making the idea “outlandish.”162 

The August 1990-February 1991 Gulf War would be a watershed moment 

in the missile defense world. Although the system was not initially designed for the 

mission, the PAC-2 Patriot missile system saw action intercepting Iraqi Scud 

missiles. The system used blast-fragmentation warheads in one of the first 

deployed tactical ABM platforms. As a result of post-war research and 

development on the PAC-2 platform, a kinetic strike hit-to-kill PAC-3 was 

developed for tactical or theater MD scenarios. Additionally, the guidance, radar, 

maneuverability features of the system was improved. Later, during the second 

Gulf War, PAC-3s saw extensive used against Iraqi theater based-missiles. The 

Patriot system, along with the Israeli Arrow and Iron Dome systems became blocks 

in a larger layered theater-based missile defense concept built around the Aegis 

combat system and space-based sensor grid. 

In 1993, the Clinton Administration reorganized the SDI Organization and 

christening it the BMDO. The Cold War had ended and the Gulf War had shown 

that global MD was more costly, and less effective against evolving tactical and 

theater-based threats. The shift would only last to until 1998, when the Secretary of 

Defense William Cohen pushed for further spending on national MD in order to 

safe guard against a North Korean, Chinese, or Russian attack.163 The U.S. MD has 

swung like a pendulum from global defense to theater and tactical and back again. 

																																																													
162 Coffey, Patrick (2014). American Arsenal: A Century of Weapon Technology and Strategy. Oxford University 
Press USA. pp. 268. 
163 Cerniello, Craig. (January 1, 1999). “Cohen Announces NMD Restructuring, Funding Boost.” Arms Control 
Association: Arms Control Today. Accessed via: https://www.armscontrol.org/print/444 
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It wasn’t until President Bush Jr. withdrew from the ABM Treaty in 2002, 

that Secretary Cohen’s efforts were released as the BMDO was again reorganized 

and refocused on global defense. The new organization, the MDA,164 employs both 

theater and global defense missions through layered defenses and a variety of 

platforms in space, on land, and at sea, which will be elaborated upon in a later 

section. 

The following chapter will attempt to employ the Wendtian typology 

illustrating the power of Constructivism to answer this thesis’ research question by 

identifying and classifying factors, which provide necessary conditions for the MD 

expansion in the most contemporary phase.  

 
Chapter 5: MAD to MAS  
5.1 Current Macro-Culture 
The underway expansion of MD technology is focused on several fronts – research 

& development, budgetary acquisition authority, deployment and systems 

integration, as well as vis-à-vis social interactions such as regimes, academic & 

security discourse, and public acceptance. As a point of departure, Wendt 

considered the current system to be Lockean in nature. 165 The following condenses 

the ideas of Wendt and Realist thinkers previously covered within this thesis’ 

literature review. 

 
Why the Current System is not Hobbesian? 
• States are not “dying”: This is a quality of the Hobbesian system, as the right to 

exist is rejected and the consolidation of states is a prediction. 

• Sovereignty is recognition of the right to exist: The state of nature rejects the 

sanctity of territorial integrity and only respects the preponderance of power 

and its expression of violence. 

• Hard revisionism is not currently a foreign policy option: While some shallow 

revisionism does occur, it is not the normal means of dispute settlement. i.e. 

Russia with Georgia & Ukraine, and China with land formations, artificial 
																																																													
164 For up to date information on U.S. MD, see: the MDA at https://www.mda.mil/ 
165 Ibidem pp. 274. 
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islands, and reefs in the East and South China Seas. These are condemned by 

the international community and have provoked retaliations in various forms; 

i.e. sanction, balancing, alliance creation and strengthening. 

 
Why the Current System is Lockean? 
• Small and weak states exist and thrive, which is contrary to what Waltz 

predicted. 

• Shallow revisionism is an option, but still rare: States resorting to inter-state 

war is a very rare event and most issues are worked out through diplomatic 

channels and economic sanctions currently. 

• Sovereignty has calcified territorial frontiers: States have united in defense of 

themselves and, by default, the system itself in both the Napoleonic Wars and 

WWII, thereby restoring the status quo ante bellum. 

• Westphalia has brought about a qualitative evolution to global structure.  

• Collective Security Arrangements: Mostly display alliance behaviors, rather 

than Pluralistic Security Community behaviors. This is evidence that a Kantian 

system is not in effect at the macro-system level. 

 
Why the Current System is not Kantian? 
• States are not immune from violence: Shallow revisionism occurs and 

internationally sanctioned violence is structurally enshrined in statecraft via the 

United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and collective security arrangements. 

• The collapse of Self and Other is not ubiquitous, although examples do exist: 

EU and amity. The Foucault Effect illustrates the tension between individual 

self-interest and collective group affiliations have not yet been resolved at the 

macro-level. 

 
5.2 Cultures of Anarchy and MD 
Having established the current layout of macro-system culture, let us apply the 

Wendtian typology to the primary research question and identify motivations and 

their associated decision-making group. 
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Hobbesian Culture 
Given that the current system configuration is Lockean in nature, it has been 

established that if one state descends into Hobbesianism, the others must as well to 

counter existential threats. Thus, from a Pentagon perspective, MD deployments 

from an impetus of returning to a Hobbesian Culture in which any rights to exist 

are rejected and violence is the currency used to purchase deep revisionism does 

not seem to be a plausible scenario. Moreover, it is closer to the realm of suicide 

and tyranny than plausibility and as such, is disregarded here. With that said, it has 

never been lost on U.S. policy-makers and defense officials that the inverse of such 

a situation is a potential contingency. Eliminating loose nukes and challenging 

rogue states are common elements of U.S. foreign and defense policies and provide 

ample reason to pursue MD technology and deployment. 

 
Lockean Culture 
Within Lockean Culture there is an acceptance to the right to exist among 

recognized members of the international community. This recognition is in turn 

expressed as recognition of statehood and mutually exclusive sovereignty. 

Membership also comes with the understanding that shallow revisionism is still 

practiced, but not condoned outside of defense and UNSC sanctioned activities. 

While the U.S. has historically been a champion of the system, it too has violated 

these principles periodically. Yet, it largely operates within the confines of the 

Lockeanism. This is not to say that parts of government or periods of its history are 

not driven by varying motivations and fear. Said plainly, the U.S. is not a 

homogenous organism with a hive-mind. In terms of MD expansion, this plays out 

over various degrees of internalization and macro-culture. 

 
1st Degree: Coercion and Prospect Theory 
The first degree of internalization is dominated by mechanisms of coercion and 

risk aversion. The rationale within risk aversion is succinctly detailed through 

Prospect Theory motivated to preclude loss. The U.S. defense sphere and MAD 

theorists recognize the reversibility of deterrence in terms of MAD. This notion 
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touches upon a purely Hobbesian motivator, as deterrence and war fighting 

postures are inextricably linked. Dr. Matthew Kroenig likens the connection 

between war fighting and deterrence postures to placing security bars on one’s 

windows.166 They both deter potential criminals, but also act as an active defense 

during any violent engagements. The U.S. also recognizes that globalization both 

creates and lubricates conduits for technological diffusion of nuclear technology 

and information to novel and threshold states, as well as non-state actors. How 

does one react to states and regimes that may not behave according to nuclear 

etiquette established during the Cold War? A very rudimentary cost-benefit 

analysis would dictate preparations against such threats could outweigh strict 

adherence to MAD logics with peer powers alone by following both MAD and 

NUTS simultaneously. This divergence in policy expression supports tiered 

nuclear posture. 

 
1.5th Degree: The Fence 
For some policies, motivations straddle both the second and first degrees of 

internalization. Kroenig highlighted two. The first relates to the nuclear balance of 

power. Kroenig submits that U.S. defense officials recognizes and relies upon 

tangible expressions of superiority in its nuclear posture over the theoretical 

implications over such reliances. To Kroenig, success in games of nuclear chicken 

are most often played and won by states with a positive nuclear advantage.167 He 

expresses this idea not as two distinct policies, but rather as a spectrum along 

which states employ tailored strategies. On one end of the spectrum is the 

predictability of MAD and strategic stability relations. On the other, there is the 

unpredictability of NUTS, pre-emptive strikes, and ‘winnable’ nuclear exchanges. 

In strategic parlance, the former is akin to flexible response, while the latter, 

escalation dominance. One problem with pursuing a policy based on this spectral 

understanding is the schizophrenic signals broadcast to other states, which must 

																																																													
166 Kroenig, Matthew. “The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy.” Lecture and Interview with Thomas Karako. 
Friday, March 9, 2018 10h00-11h00. Center for Strategic and International Studies. Accessed via: 
https://www.csis.org/events/logic-american-nuclear-strategy  
167 Kroenig, Matthew. “The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy.” Lecture and Interview with Thomas Karako. 
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accommodate the U.S. while pursuing their own self-interests. Instabilities are 

highly probably in such a framework. 

The second motivation comes in the form of a tactical behavior aimed at 

increasing leverage during conflictual negotiations. Counter intuitively, nuclear 

brinksmanship, between heads of State, is as irrational as it is rational. Decision-

makers navigating the space between a potentiality of nuclear exchange and 

strategic stability pursue the aforementioned self-interests by preying upon risk-

aversion via prospect theory & anxiety as an emotional response to existential risk 

through theatrics in order to present a useful personal quality – at most insanity and 

at least irrationality. This tactic is cheekily distilled in the old adage, ‘crazy like a 

fox.’ Yet again, instabilities are inevitable and welcomed during brinksmanship, as 

they present opportunities to achieve objectives and become just another strategy 

in the overall strategy set. The brinksmanship of the Cuban Missile Crisis, 

Reagan’s continual challenges to the Soviet Union, and Trump’s incessant taunts 

and tweets toward the Ayatollahs of Iran and Kim Jong-un of North Korea are 

perfect examples of the tactic in action. 

 
2nd Degree: Self-Interest and Utility-Maximization Theory 
The second degree of internalization is guided by self-interest and maximizing 

utility. This comes in several forms. The first is manifest in U.S. Code, which 

obligates the U.S. to ensure its technological superiority and the vitality of its 

industrial base.168 169 The U.S., together with its five eyes partners, ensures these 

policy objectives are met through research & development, procurement & 

distribution, and deployment & maintenance programs commonly referred to as the 

military-industrial complex.170 There is synergy not just at the international level 

between five eyes partner states, but within branches of the U.S. government and 

the private sector. A synergy exists as the executive executes foreign policy using 

																																																													
168 Definitions. 10 U.S. Code § 2500 (1-10). U.S.C. Legal Definitions. Accessed via: 
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2500 
169 National Security Strategy for National Technology and Industrial Base. 10 U.S. Code § 2501. U.S.C. 
Statement of Policy. Accessed via: https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/10/2501#a 
170 Eisenhower, Dwight D.. (1961). “Military-Industrial Complex.” Speech. Accessed via:  
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/eisenhower001.asp 
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the developed assets, the legislative supplies the funding for these programs and 

mandates their implementation, and the private sector carries that mandate out 

making profits and supplying campaign contributions to Congressional actors and 

jobs to their constituents who’ve voted them into office. Of the top 100 defense 

contractors in 2018 involved in MD technologies in the U.S., procurements totaled 

$5.38 billion of which $4.77 billion came from the top 10 contractors.171 These 

same ten contractors employ 439,300 employees stretched across 10 states, 

affecting the districts of 168 U.S. Representatives and 20 U.S. Senators.172 Top 

contractors Northrup Grumman Corporation, Boeing Company, Lockheed Martin 

Corporation, United Technologies Corporation, and Raytheon have outspent all 

other contractors for more than a decade and during the last five cycles, spent more 

that $10 million on both U.S. House and U.S. Senate candidates in target 

districts.173 While the procurement funds greatly dwarf the value of campaign 

contributions, the figures are still staggering in terms of special interests’ influence 

over budgetary negotiations within the annual National Defense Authorization Act. 
174 The legislative branch, acting in the official capacity of the U.S. Government 

are both fulfilling official U.S. policy, as well as perpetuating their own 

Congressional mandates through legally sanctioned quid pro quo. Through seeking 

tax benefits and economic perks, defense contractors distribute capabilities and 

their supply chain over many Congressional districts as possible. This serves the 

dual purpose of increasing the viability and profitability of their firms, as well as 

increases leverage over Congressional representation.175 All parties are maximizing 

utility in pursuit of objectives. 

Second, the U.S. has arguably underwritten global security through its 

alliance system and global security regimes via burden sharing. Collective security 

																																																													
171 For a complete list, see: Appendix D  
172 U.S. General Services Administration. “Top 100 Contractors Report: 2018” Federal Procurement Data System 
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173 “Defense Aerospace: Top Contributors to Federal Candidates, Parties, and Outside Groups.” Open Secrets: 
Center for Responsive Politics. Accessed via: 
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/contrib.php?ind=D01&Bkdn=DemRep&cycle=2010 
174 “Top 20 Recipients.” Open Secrets: Center for Responsive Politics. Accessed via: 
https://www.opensecrets.org/industries/recips.php?ind=D01&recipdetail=A&sortorder=U&mem=Y&cycle=2018 
175 See, Princeton Study: Martin Gilens and Benjamin I. Page. (2014). “Testing Theories of American Politics: 
Elites, Interest Groups, and Average Citizens.” Perspectives on Politics, Vol. 12, No. 3. pp. 564-581. 
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acts as a positive incentive toward overcoming collective action problems 

associated with balancing against rising aggressors bent on both shallow and deep 

revisionism. This is also a prime method of ameliorating the cost-benefit ratio of 

defense capability provisioning, while simultaneously increasing deterrence. 

Perfect examples of this in action are North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

and its Article 5 mutual defense mechanisms, and both the U.S.-Korea and the 

U.S.-Japan alliances. 

Third, there may be a disparity between U.S. defense strategy and U.S. 

theoretical proscriptions. Historically, the U.S. DoD has been a more pragmatic 

and goals-oriented organization, while strategic theory was the purview of 

academically oriented defense officials and theorists.176 In essence, theoretical 

understandings of nuclear posture within one field may not be congruent to another 

field. One example pits the Pentagon against MAD and MAS theorists. Another 

example of such a chasm between theory and practice comes in the form of 

selective-engagement. Both the Bush Jr. and Trump Administrations have reneged 

on treaty obligations – The ABM Treaty in 2002 and the Intermediate Nuclear 

Forces (INF) Treaty177 announced in 2018. Bush Jr. cited the risks of terrorist 

organizations acquiring dangerous technologies coupled with the end of the Cold 

War for creating positive incentives to withdraw from the ABM Treaty, which 

paved the way for expanding MD. The INF Treaty, between the U.S. and Russia, 

bans certain use and development of ground based missiles and their launchers 

with ranges of 500-1,000 kilometers for short-range missiles and 1,000-5,500 km 

for intermediate-range missiles. Both the U.S. and Russians cited each other for 

violations of the treaty, which may or may not be true. What is true, however, is 

that the Chinese were not a party to the treaty and as such, they were always free to 

develop associated technologies, which under a utility-maximizing calculus may 

have been too costly for the U.S. Additionally, a potential arms race may emerge 

																																																													
176 See: Kroenig, Matthew. “The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy.” Lecture and Interview with Thomas 
Karako. ; Adler, Emanuel. “The Emergence of Cooperation.” 
177 “Treaty Between The United States Of America And The Union Of Soviet Socialist Republics On The 
Elimination Of Their Intermediate-Range And Shorter-Range Missiles (INF Treaty).” Signed December 8, 1987. 
U.S. Department of State: Diplomacy in Action. Accessed via: https://www.state.gov/t/avc/trty/102360.htm 
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providing more impetus for further MD expansion – a seemingly self-fulfilling 

prophecy. 

Last, the U.S. Strategy is wholly based on damage mitigation.178 The most 

effective way to mitigate damage is the absence of a nuclear exchange. However, if 

one is a must, counterforce targeting coupled with MD is the next best strategy 

despite official testing data. 

Some evaluate the results within the U.S. MD systems testing record 

(Appendix E) as positive. A criticism may be leveled that anything below a perfect 

kill record is unacceptable when morbidly evaluating acceptable losses to a nuclear 

exchange though. Objectively, this may be understood as the case. That is to say, 

the damage from even one incoming missile does not, in the eyes of MAD 

theorists, justify the development and deployment of MD technology. However, 

MD technology does not exist in a vacuum. It is integrally linked to both offensive 

missiles capabilities, as its intended target, but also deterrence in general. And as 

such, it must never be discounted that MD is not also a factor contributing to any 

threat calculus.179 To Lieber and Press, U.S. offensive capability could strike at the 

nuclear forces of an opponent leaving the few retaliatory strikes to be more easily 

mopped up by MD sites. 180  From this, one may gather that perception of 

effectiveness and actual effectiveness are both important. Through the threat 

equation, the perception of an offensive strike capability lends to MD serving a 

purpose outside and beyond any defensive use measured in the GMD, Aegis 

systems, and THAAD official testing done by DoD. 

Historically, damage mitigation has been policy since offensive nuclear 

arms stopped actively targeting population centers as a means of deterrence. This 

was the case until the mid-1960s, as countervalue targeting dominated nuclear 

posture. Countervalue strategies yielded to counterforce strategies due to several 

factors. The cost-benefit calculus of global nuclear annihilation was too much to 

bear in both economic and environmental terms, not to mention the loss of life. 

Since, the Geneva Conventions post-WWII, indiscriminate targeting of non-
																																																													
178 Kroenig, Matthew. “The Logic of American Nuclear Strategy.” Lecture and Interview with Thomas Karako. 
179 See: Note 63. 
180 Lieber, Keir A. and Press, Daryl G. “The New Era of Counterforce” pp. 9-49 
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combatants was to be avoided and collateral damage minimized. The first reason 

aligns with utility maximization, while the second is a moral belief and therefore 

akin to the third degree of internalization – legitimation of values. 

 
3rd Degree: Legitimation 
The legitimation of values within the third degree of internalization is embodied by 

a sense of elitism. As applied, the U.S. thinks in terms of its privilege, expresses 

both in word and deed, much to the ire of other states. Elitism has worn the banner 

of various political slogans and terminology – manifest destiny, the indispensable 

nation, American exceptionalism, the greatest nation on Earth, the only superpower 

etc. Irrespective of the veracity and insensitivity of such terms, the U.S. has 

contributed to global security, norm creation, institutions, and global economic 

growth to an obviously non-zero degree all guided by these notions. Beliefs in a 

legitimated value may not bear truth, but they are true enough in their 

consequences. Romanticism has played, and continues to play, a part in the 

creation story, identity construction, and raison d’être of the U.S. through with all 

other engagement is filtered. This romanticism is woven into the constructed 

historical narrative of the country fueling foreign policy. A recurring example is 

the lure of spreading freedom and protecting freedom loving peoples from tyranny, 

terror, and oppression. It is seen in all decision groups of the U.S. and bleeds over 

into Kantian Culture. 

 
Kantian Culture 
Kantian logic goes beyond any recognition to exist and rejects outright the use of 

violence during dispute settlements. Through amity, the Self and Other act as one 

during threats to their security struggling together as a unit. Self and Other think in 

terms of one another, as the interests of their counterpart are an extension of their 

own. This is the collapse of the cognitive boundaries between Self and Other. 

While Kantianism has three degrees of internalization, only glimpses of a Kantian 

macro-system have occurred.  
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Ideologically, the expansion of MD and tiered deterrence find Kantian 

motivations from particular threads of the four primary themes of American 

Democracy – Jeffersonianism, Hamiltonianism, Jacksonianism, and 

Wilsonianism. 181  From Jeffersonianism, the U.S. is reflexively motivated to 

assume the role as the beacon of democracy for all the world’s people and leader of 

the free world against tyranny and terror. In this light, it sees itself extending 

outwardly through all those ‘freedom-loving peoples of the world’ collapsing Self 

and Other. It should be noted though, despite the rhetorical nature of such claims, 

historical foreign policy implications have resulted from their expression. From 

Hamiltonianism, U.S. would strive for greatness through strength of economy, 

military, and global influence. These aims were ever-present during Cold War 

struggles, Reagan idealism, and the MAS policy. The Jacksonianism’s notion of 

manifest destiny, which the U.S. regurgitates through political slogans and State of 

the Union addresses is re-skinned today as American exceptionalism reinforces 

each the other three themes. The last of which is Wilsonianism, whose emphasis on 

human rights and multilateralism has special importance for MAS and MD 

expansion. This is particularly true with regard to pluralistic security communities, 

which leverage numbers when countering external threats and non-violence in 

internal dispute settlements. The SDI and its descendent MAS would seek to bring 

a final counterbalance to any missile-born nuclear threats to global safety. Both of 

which benefit from drawing down coercive tools of war fighting, emphasize 

dialogue and cooperation, as well as induce mutual investment in the survival of 

the Self and Other. And both of which are exemplified by the amity found within 

the European Union supported by its NATO defensive network. 

Within Kantianism, the intoxication of Romanticism is shrugged off for the 

sobriety of true amity; objective reality en lieu of subjective creation; truth in place 

of fantasy. As much as the dream of Romanticism is instrumentalized within the 

arts and defense policy, this is the moment in which the state lives the waking-life. 

Examples of such a friendship exist, but are limited in number and degree. The EU, 

																																																													
181 “Conversations with History: Walter Russell Mead.” February 15, 2008 Interview by Harry Kreisler. 
University of California Berkeley. Accessed via: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKvSC_fh4pI 
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both meets Wendt’s requirements for Kantian Culture through fulfilling Karl 

Deutsch’s understandings of a pluralistic security community182 and is explicitly 

referenced as the preferred state in the ISAB MAS white paper (See Appendix C). 

A pluralistic security community, as Deutsch et al.183 defined it, is:  

 
• A SECURTTY COMMUNITY is a group of people, which has become “integrated.” 
• By INTEGRATION, we mean the attainment, within a territory, of a “sense of 

continuity” and of institutions and practices strong enough and widespread enough to 
assure, for a “long” time, dependable expectations of “peaceful change.” 

• By SENSE OF COMMUNITY, we mean a belief on the part of individuals in a group 
that they have come to agreement on at least this one point: that common social 
problems must and can be resolved by processes of “peaceful change.” 

• By PEACEFUL CHANGE, we mean the resolution of social problems, normally by 
institutionalized procedures, without resort to large-scale physical force. 

 
In other words, pluralistic security communities may emerge if the 

paraphrased three conditions are met: (1) major values relevant to political 

decision-making are found to share compatibility among members; (2) there exists 

a mutual responsiveness among members to respond to needs, signals, and actions 

sufficiently and non-violently all with a sense of urgency; and (c), behaviorally, 

there exists a mutual predictability among members.184 All of these are embodied 

by the European experiment at the sub-macro-level. Yet, they are obviously not 

sufficient to push the macro-system passed any point of critical mass, as witnessed 

by Trump’s rejection of globalism and reaffirmation of sovereignty and 

transactional politics,185 as well as the resurgent self-interested China and Russia. 

They are, however, a force for a continual Kantian influence, the geographic site of 

MD expansion, and an expression of tiered deterrence. 

The pluralistic security community is not to be confused with the collective 

security arrangements more commonly found in alliance behaviors customary to 
																																																													
182 The ‘security community’ was originally developed by Richard W. Van Wagenen in Van Wagenen, Richard 
W.. (1952). International Organization Field: Some Notes on a Possible Focus. Princeton, N..T: Center for 
Research on World Political Institutions. 
183 Deutsch, Karl W. et al. Political Community and the North Atlantic Area. pp. 5. 
184 Ibidem. pp. 5. 
185 Trump, Donald J. (September 25, 2018). “Remarks by President Trump to the 73rd Session of the United 
Nations General Assembly | New York, NY.” Speech. Accessed via: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-
statements/remarks-president-trump-73rd-session-united-nations-general-assembly-new-york-ny/ 
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today’s Lockean macro-culture. The U.S.-Korea and the U.S.-Japan alliances are 

examples of this. Both pool defense, but it is the position of this thesis that there 

does not seem to exist a collapse of Self and Other between the U.S. and its Asian 

partners to the same degree that there exists this collectivity among European 

states. 

 
5.3 Additional Factors 
Beyond state action operating in differing Cultures and degrees of internalization, 

there exist two macro-level phenomena factors, which must be considered as well: 

(1) the reconfiguration of international political structure, (2) the forces of 

globalization. 

 Within the Wendtian typology, the reconfiguration of world politics in the 

post-Cold War world lent to both the process of identity construction and one of its 

expressions, a Russian sentiment of vulnerability. The end of the Cold War also 

meant reduced tensions between East and West, decreased inventories of nuclear 

arms, and new and opening markets for capitalism to develop. The U.S. was living 

its unipolar moment, China was quickly developing, but Russia was forced to 

swallow both a loss of prestige and influence; also further U.S. and NATO 

encroachment. Fast-forward decades, and the rise of China has dispensed a similar 

dose of medicine to the U.S. in economic and political terms. The shift from 

bipolarity to unipolarity, and finally arriving at multipolarity, has done much to 

generate instabilities in the global system. The latter’s end of this evolution is still 

underway and the interactions between China, Russia, and the U.S. has been 

deemed a return to Great Power competition.186 Additionally, globalization is 

increasingly a driving force in structural terms through technological advancement 

and technological diffusion. They have eroded the very framework of Lockean 

Culture by altering the definition of sovereignty. This is illustrated by the 

recognition and empowering of alternative basic units, like the non-state actor and 

supra-national institutions; extra-planetary space, as well as cyberspace, are 

entirely novel and non-sovereign spheres of interaction; hard power capabilities are 

																																																													
186 U.S. Department of Defense. (2018). “Nuclear Posture Review Report.” Washington, DC. pp. 1. 
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advancing at break-neck speeds and the boundaries separating them from non-

nuclear military assets are blurring; accessibility to sensitive technologies and 

information is pushed toward ubiquity via Internet connectivity, 3D printing,187 and 

globalized open markets. 

    
Chapter 6: Conclusion 
The role of MD and its value are undeniably controversial. Proponents affirm its 

virtues in the defense of the state on military and political grounds by 

strengthening deterrence, and the defense of its population for morality’s sake. 

This is especially aimed at minor and threshold nuclear states. Critics, similarly, 

argue that MD in fact weakens deterrence by lending incentive for a first strike to 

preclude any advantage MD may provide. Both proponents and critics seek 

strategic stability; yet go about it from differing vantages. If strategic stability is in 

fact key, which then is the correct course of action? To push ahead with MD in the 

hopes of defending Self and allies, or re-commit to no defensive capabilities 

adhering to the traditional notions of MAD? The truth of the matter is that the U.S. 

is pursuing MD at increasing breadth and profundity irrespective of which camp of 

theorists one supports; but why? 

 According to Realism, from which deterrence is rooted, MD may pose the 

risk of both a first strike and cause arms racing. Thankfully, the former has not 

occurred, but the latter is well underway, as Russia, China, and the U.S. move full 

steam ahead into hypersonic, anti-satellite, and prompt strike missile technologies, 

into next generation torpedoes, into cyber and space forces, as well as into artificial 

intelligence and robotics. Is Realism really suited as a metric then to explain U.S. 

action? 

 Moreover, Realism employs rationality as the mechanism of interaction 

among its primary units, states, who seek security or power in a chaotic sea of 

anarchy. Zagare has pointed out the contradiction in terms of employing a rational 

																																																													
187 Shaw, Robert. (February 22, 2017). “3D Printing: Bringing Missile Production to a Neighborhood Near You.” 
Nuclear Threat Initiative. Accessed via: https://www.nti.org/analysis/articles/3dprinting-bringing-missile-
production-neighborhood-near-you/ 
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nuclear deterrent. Nuclear exchange is the worst outcome, and the fear of one is 

rational. Thus, being deterred is a rational course of action, but deterring becomes 

irrational, as one must not fear the very same exchange concurrently. Beyond this, 

developments in behavioral economics, social psychology, and microeconomics 

have discovered further limits of Rational decision-making processes. Is the logic 

of Realism, rationality, really suited as a metric then to explain U.S. action? 

 Strategic stability grew out of a condition of bipolarity and near zero-sum 

interactions between mutually deterred blocks of states relying on a second-strike 

capability. Within strategic stability, the two subordinate metrics – arms race and 

crisis stabilities - must be kept in the foreground. This original configuration may 

or may not have functioned. This is outside the scope of this examination, but what 

is important to note is that the context of the system has evolved. The system is 

multipolar; there is a differentiation of basic units between NWS and NNWS 

creating collective stewardship; nuclear weapons have taken away the option for 

coercive recourse so required by Realism, thus eroding anarchy at a minimum, and 

undoing it at a maximum; non-state actors forming security communities have 

reshaped structure and state behaviors, which is an impossibility by Realist 

understandings; and more generally, history exists and informs state identity and 

action, also outside the realm of Realist possibilities. Without its component parts, 

is the theory of Realism even functional as a metric to explain U.S. action? 

 With what then are we left? A nuclear posture that is untenable through 

traditional understandings, three nuclear peer-powers participating in arms racing 

and destabilizing behaviors, and minor & threshold nuclear states, as well as 

networks of non-state actors, pursing nuclear weapons or nuclear weapons related 

development programs all dominating current events. Where Realism has failed, 

Wendtian Cultures of Anarchy present a typology, supported by a theory that is 

better equipped to explain this context. 

 Constructivism’s focus on interaction as the basis for an international 

relations theory provides it with the flexibility and adaptability necessary to 

accomplish this task. Interactions construct identities that inform behavior 

intersubjectively. As a review, the corporate identity of states has four 
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competences: (1) self-differentiation and physical security; (2) ontological security 

expressed via predictability in relations, thereby promoting stable social identities; 

(3) agency recognition by others exceeding coercions; and, (4) human aspirations 

for an improved life, which the state embodies at the aggregate level.188 

 As applied, the U.S. nuclear posture, with a heavy reliance on MD 

deployments, falls within all four of these competences. MD, according to the 2018 

U.S. NPR and 2017 NSS, lends to physical security. Ontological security is sought 

through a sense of order and continuity derived from a historical experience that 

MD provides. The Cold War produced a MAD logic dominating the collective 

stewardship of the international order that SDI and MAS wishes to transcend. Any 

defensive action is an implicit recognition of the agency of others, but is it 

coerced? The Reagan vision and ISAB white paper suggest that these actions are 

not so, but rather innovative and transformatively motivated. Although idyllic, 

imagining a world beyond the democratized terror of nuclear weapons would be an 

improvement to human aspirations. This element of the U.S. corporate identity 

informs its habitus while it interacts with other corporate states within the Lockean 

macro-culture. Another way to look at it, the interactions of the U.S. – the Cold 

War, MAD, NUTS, Reagan idealism, MD development etc. – are an historical 

experience projected into the future as a corporate identity. 

 The Wendtian typology accepts the constructed norms of realpolitik within 

the Lockean Culture as the current “rules of the game.” Yet, as Wendt has argued, 

it is the level of internalization of the macro-culture that is critical. First-degree 

internalizations are coerced, second are based on self-interest, and third are 

legitimated. Hobbesian Culture rejects the right of the Other to exist, Lockean 

accepts this right through the effects of sovereignty, but will act coercively from 

time to time, and Kantian Culture rejects the use of violence all together. The 

typology accommodates both rational and irrational decision-making. It 

accommodates the prospect theory driven fear of loss in a dog-eat-dog world, the 

utility-maximizing Machiavellian state system, and the collapse of Self and Other 

																																																													
188 See: note 73. 
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in pluralistic security communities. The typology is however lacking in its 

prescriptive powers. It cannot predict where a state will be, how it will act, or what 

the system will look like far into the future, but it is quite adept at classifying, 

identifying, and analyzing the past interactions of states. 

As the current macro-cultural configuration is a Lockean one, a critical 

quantity of interactions, beyond the threshold, contain various degrees of Lockean 

internalization. They are summed up here. The U.S. recognition of the reversibility 

of MAD-based deterrence, as well as the tiered nature of U.S. nuclear posture, 

spans the spectrum of first- through second-degree internalizations. NUTS is 

predominantly coercive, where MAD is concurrently coercive, risk averse, and 

utility maximizing. The simultaneous rationally-deterred and irrationally-deterring 

posture schizophrenically straddles two levels of internalization. Undoubtedly, the 

adage, ‘crazy like a fox,’ is an appropriate summation of its components. 

Additionally, the recognition of the effects of a globalized world prompts 

the U.S. into a hedging strategy and ultimately the tiered deterrent posture. Not 

interesting in the least though, the U.S. Legislative Branch continues to muddle 

itself in the circular relations of defense-industry spending & procurement for 

campaign financing and district investments. These government-special interest 

relations fall under the purview of utility maximizing as well. As applied to the 

international level, U.S. collective security alliances guided by balancing norms 

and treaty withdrawal express second-degree internalizations similarly. 

U.S. Romanticism and its so-called moral compass embody its third-

degree internalization motives. Rooted in the four primary themes of American 

Democracy, various policies and state action have attempted to propel the U.S. into 

a more Kantian Culture through Reagan’s idealism, MAS, and pluralistic security 

communities. 

MD acts to reassure U.S. allies and deter U.S. minor nuclear powers and 

threshold powers with lesser capabilities. To a peer power like Russia or China, the 

added increase MD provides to a disarming strike capacity, exacerbates the threat 

perception held of the US. If the advances in MD technology can inform us about 

what the technology might look like in the future, both objective defensive 
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capability and disarming strike capacity would only improve. This echoes the 

Russian sentiment of vulnerability and their slippery slope argument. Reagan and 

the ISAB seem to have recognized the toxicity of sentiments of vulnerability, 

which lend to arms races and the increased probabilities of error and thus danger. 

To them, MD is not just a defensive capability, but may act as a very real escape 

hatch, to the theoretical zero-sum problem of MAD and deterrence. 

Turning now to the first research question driving this examination with 

typology in hand, MD expansion appears to be an expression of synergy between 

idealist and realist movements with differing goals. Idealists see MD as a 

fulfillment of MAS and the visions of the SDI pushing the system into uncharted 

Kantian spaces. Meanwhile, Realists, believing legitimated values, instrumentally 

use utility-maximizing tactics in order to prevent backsliding into Hobbesian 

Culture. The former, through a sense of optimism and/or romanticism, wants to 

transcend the nuclear puzzle. The latter, through a sense of pragmatism and/or 

cynicism, wants just to maintain the status quo or improve its relative position 

within it. Arguably, it is fair to say that U.S. foreign policy has rarely been known 

to be coherent or homogenous. At various times in its history, for example, the 

U.S. has supported groups on principle, while subverting others for short-term 

gains. It has made noble sacrifices upholding human rights for posterity, but also 

committed horrifying atrocities and been driven by irrational fears. Nuclear posture 

and MD development is no different in this regard. Yet, given the Wendtian 

typology, one can finally see that differing levels of internalization within a macro-

culture motivate various elements of State action. This demystifies the incoherent 

policies and properly diagnoses the U.S. policy schizophrenia as merely 

heterogeneous in nature. 

 Although Wendt’s typology is far better suited for this type of 

examination, as previously mentioned, it has no predictive capacity. The 

heterogeneous quality of U.S. policy only highlights this deficiency. What this 

theory and typology do provide is a more accurate identification of interests 

formulated from constructed identities, which could inform a desired course of 
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action for future policy, but nothing more. This theory is also not wholly equipped 

for an analysis of sub-state level actors, which are not behaving in the capacity of 

state policy. For this, a theory of politics or sociology must be deployed, as 

Wendtian Social Constructivism is a social theory of international relations, not a 

theory of domestic politics. This opens up two very broad areas for further study. 

The addition of another minor or threshold nuclear power would lend much needed 

data to this endeavor. An example of which may be the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 

who has declared its intention to pursue nuclear arms should the Iranians acquire 

the capability.189 In a worst-case scenario, this may motivate other states to follow 

suit. At the very least, where capabilities proliferate, access may in turn. 

 Seeing these weaknesses in Wendtian theory, this thesis is left to wonder 

about future. At least as far as the moment of the publication of this thesis, nuclear 

modernization efforts are well underway in all three peer power states; the U.S. has 

announced its withdrawal from the INF Treaty and the rejection of multilateralism 

& global governance; the Russians are working hard to revise sovereign borders; 

and the Chinese are pursuing a policy to absorb the East and South China Seas. 

Friction is growing and dialogue is minimal. Technology advances ever quicker 

and new actors are poised to emerge. The future does not seem very rosy and one 

shudders at the thought of a situation in which Robert Oppenheimer's channeling of 

the Bhagavad-Gita after the Trinity test may be used again: “Now I am become 

Death, the destroyer of worlds.” 

  

																																																													
189 Wintour, Patrick. (March 15, 2018). “Saudi Crown Prince Warns it Will Build Nuclear Bomb if Tehran Does 
the Same.” The Guardian. Accessed via: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/mar/15/saudi-arabia-iran-
nuclear-bomb-threat-mohammed-bin-salman 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: 
Via and application of the classic prisoner's dilemma game (PD), two countries, 
labeled here Country A and Country B, must decide whether to produce nuclear 
weapons or not to produce nuclear weapons. Each side possesses two strategies: 
produce nuclear weapons, which will be designated as p, and to not produce 
nuclear weapons designated as n. Collated in normal-form, the above scenario is 
expressed as Figure 1 below: 
 
Characteristics: 2 players, 2 strategies, 1 Nash equilibrium, non-sequential, 
imperfect information, non-zero-sum game. 
 
                                             Country B 

 
 

Country A 

 Produce Not Produce 
Produce p,p 

(2,2) 
n,p 

(4,1) 
Not Produce p,n 

(1,4) 
n,n 

(3,3) 
 

SA = { pn , nn , pp , np } ; uA(B) = {(1,4), (3,3), (2,2), (4,1) } 
SB = { np , nn , pp , pn } ; uB(A) = {(4,1), (3,3), (2,2), (1,4) } 

 
Dominant Strategy: 

S’A = { pn > nn > pp > np } ; BRA(θB)= { p } 
S’B = { np > nn > pp > pn } ; BRB(θA)= { p } 

 
If Country B and Country A choose “not produce” (nn), then the two 

countries are not engaged in an arms race. If Country A chooses “not produce” and 
Country B chooses “produce” (np), then Country B gains advantage over Country 
A. The opposite (pn) is also true. If Country A chooses “produce nuclear weapons” 
and Country B chooses “produce nuclear weapons” (pp), then the two countries are 
engaged in an arms race. 

Country A and B’s security is maximized via their dominant strategy. This 
is noted in inequality form above. For nn to pp, relative power between the two 
countries remains unaltered; an obvious externality being the diversion of 
resources to the production of nuclear weapons, which could have been utilized in 
other sectors. It is with this understanding that nn > pp. From the  

There are three important things to recognize about pp outcome. First, this 
outcome is characterized by Pareto inefficiency in terms of social welfare. This is 
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true due to the fact that both countries would have a superior position with the 
outcome nn than pp. This individual rational behavior leads to less than optimal 
collective outcomes. Second, pp is a Nash equilibrium, which neither player has an 
incentive to alter their strategy unilaterally locking the two countries into a vicious 
cycle despite the obvious gains to escaping it. Lastly, the primary factor hindering 
countries from realizing those potential gains from mutual restraint is an absence of 
mechanisms with which to enforce agreements – structural anarchy inhibits 
cooperation. This is a tenet of the Realist line of thought so dominant to nuclear 
strategy and deterrence theory. 
 
Appendix B:190  
Via and application of the classic chicken game, two countries, labeled here 
Country A and Country B, must decide whether to confront one another with 
increasingly provocative behavior. In this case, the deployment of MD capabilities 
will be utilized, which will, in theory, diminish their respective strategic nuclear 
deterrence. The scenario assumes the stationing of MD as the position of nature 
and first mover reacts by repositioning and or targeting said assets with strategic 
nuclear weapons. Each side possesses two strategies: accept or threaten denoted 
here for the first mover Country A as accept, threaten, war, no war, and Country B 
as back down and defy for both hawks and doves. Collated in long-form, the above 
scenario is expressed as Figure 2 below: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When discussing the deployment of MD assets globally, a simplified long-

form model will be employed to explore the action’s potential instabilities. The 
models’ nature is the state at the moment the MD assets are deployed and detected. 
From this point Country B can either accept their deployment or threaten coercive 
force to have them removed. This is what the logics of realism posit. Country B 
can either defy that threat and risk a nuclear conflagration or back down and 
remove the MD assets restoring deterrence. Payouts are denoted in red. 

																																																													
190 Schecter, Stephen & Gintis, Herbert. (2016). Game Theory in Action. NJ: Princeton University Press. pp. 98-
14. 
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Figure 3 expands on the model found in figure 2 by providing a distinction 
in the political regime’s character of Country B between hawk and dove. A hawkish 
regime, the left branch of the decision tree, in Country B will perceive the MD 
assets as a far greater threat to its strategic deterrence and national security, as well 
as be more likely to use force to remove the MD assets. They would also be more 
willing to endure losses to accomplish this national security objective, which are 
reflected in the adjusted payout denoted in red. The right branch represents a more 
dovish regime relatively. 

 

Figure 4, above, builds on figure 3 even further by adding the resulting 
payouts of the use of coercive force if Country A defies the threat to forcibly 
remove the MD assets. Again, in this model hawk and dove regimes are 
represented by the left and right branches respectively. These models represent 
both the flow of logical decision-making that occurs during the deployment of 
threatening strategic assets, as well as the probabilistic payouts received due to the 
processes of brinksmanship. Those payouts are detailed below for figure 4: 
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If Country B threatens war, payoffs are as follows: 
 
p(–10, –6) + (1 – p)(1, –2) = ( 1 – 11p, –2 – 4p) 
 

If Country B accepts the MD asset deployment, payoffs are as follows: 
 

 p(–2, 2) + (1 – p)( –2, 2) = (–2, 2) 
 
Country B will always threaten war if, and only if: 
 
∴ 1 – 11p > –2 
 
∴ p < !

!!
   and conversely, if p < !"" , then Country B will accept the 

MD deployment. 
 

Alternatively, the case may exist in which brinksmanship would push 
Country B to threaten, but have no intention of using force to remove the MD asset 
deployment. In such a case, Country A can either meet that threat with war (with p 
= q) or back down (with p = 1 – q). The payouts are calculated via backward 
induction as follows: 
 
If Country A defies Country B, payoffs are as follows: 
 
Hawk: q(–10, –6) + (1 – q)(–2, 2) = (–2 – 8q, 2 – 8q) 
 
∴  Since 2 – 8q > – 8 is true for all cases between 1 and 0, Country A will 
definitely defy 
 
Dove: q(–10, –10) + (1 – q)(–2, 2) = (–2 – 8q, 2 – 12q) 
 
∴  Country A will only defy if 2 – 12q > – 2, if q < !

!
 , or back down if q > !

!
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If q < !

!
 , then p(–2 – 8q, 2 – 8q) + (1 – p)(–2 – 8q, 2 – 12q) = (–2 – 8q, 2 – 12q + 

4pq) 
 
∴ q <  !

!
 gives a payout of –2 – 8q, but the payout of the MD deployment is –

2, thus Country B is better off simply accepting them as fait accompli, as the use of 
coercive force is not enough to overcome even dovish regimes to backdown. 
 
If q > !

!
 , then p(–2 – 8q, 2 – 8q) + (1 – p)(1–p) = (1 – 3p – 8pq, –2 + 4pq) 

 
∴ q > !

!
 gives a payout of 1 – 3p – 8pq and again the payout of the MD 

deployment is –2 
 

∴ since q > !
!
  and 1 – 3p – 8pq > –2, then q < !(! – !) 

!!
 

 

∴ when war q falls between !
!
 < q < !(! – !) 

!!
, Country A is able to benefit 

from behaviors of brinksmanship. 
 

To summarize, merely threatening war (q = 1) is more preferred to 
accepting the deployment of MD assets. Moreover, for each p in the interval !

!!
 < p 

< !
!"

 , there is a corresponding interval  !
!
 < q < !(! – !) 

!!
 in which benefits can be 

extracted over accepting the deployment of said MD assets. 
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Appendix C: 
Assumptions of MAD: 
1. Both sides are self-preserving 
2. Both states have large stockpiles of nuclear weapons 
3. Each state has a secure second-strike capacity; no state can achieve a splendid 

first strike capacity. 

 
Figure 5: Bargaining range of conventional warfare191  Figure 6: Bargaining range of nuclear 
warfare192 
 
MAS:  
From International Security Advisor Board’s “Report on Mutual Assured Stability” issued 
to DoS August 14, 2012 as: 
1. A relationship among nations and international organizations in which nuclear weapons 
are no longer a central feature of security (i.e. the EU). 
2.  Deterrence based on nuclear destruction is no longer necessary. 
3. The likelihood of nuclear war remote because relationships are free of core security 
issues such as ideological, territorial, or natural resource competitions. 
4.  Benefits from peaceful integration in economic, political, and diplomatic spheres 
provide a counterbalance to the perceived advantages of nuclear conflict. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																													
191 Spaniel, William. (2018). “Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD).” Game Theory 101. 
http://gametheory101.com/courses/international-relations-101/mutually-assured-destruction-mad/ 
192 Spaniel, William. “Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD).” Game Theory 101. 
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Appendix D: 

Figure 7: Top 100 Missile Defense Contractors193 
 

																																																													
193 U.S. General Services Administration. “Top 100 Contractors Report: 2018” Federal Procurement Data System 
- Next Generation. Accessed via: https://www.fpds.gov/fpdsng_cms/index.php/en/reports.html 
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Appendix E: 
Compiled record of official U.S. missile defense tests by system 
 

Aegis BMD Platform Hit Miss 

No Test 
(Target 

Malfuncti
on) 

Total Success 
(%) 

SM-2 1 0 0 1 100 
SM-2 Block IV 4 0 0 4 100 

SM-3 1 1 0 2 50 
SM-3-0 4 1 0 5 80 

SM-3 Block I 2 1 0 3 66.6 
SM-3 Block IA 13 4 0 17 76.5 
SM-3 Block IIA 2 2 0 4 50 
SM-3 Block IB 8 2  2 12 80 

SM-6 Dual I 3 0 0 3 100 
Total All Platforms 38 11 2 51 74.5 

 
Figure 8: Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense platform test record January 25, 2002 
through November 1, 2018.194 
 

THAAD Platform Hit Miss 

No Test 
(Target 

Malfuncti
on) 

Total Success (%) 

THAAD 15 0 4 19 100 
Total All Platforms 15 0 2 19 100 

 
Figure 9: Terminal High Altitude Area Defense platform test record July 12, 2006 
through November 1, 2018.195 
 

GMD Platform Hit Miss 

No Test 
(Target 

Malfuncti
on) 

Total Success 
(%) 

GMD 10 8 1 18 55.6 
Total All Platforms 10 8 1 18 55.6 

 
Figure 10: Ground Based Midcourse Defense platform test record October 2, 1999 
through November 1, 2018.196 
 

U.S. MD systems are divided into three groups for the purposes of testing 
– Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense, Ground-based Midcourse Defense, and 
THAAD. Most testing scenarios involved identifying the target, tracking the target, 
launching MD counter measures, and verifying a kill/no-kill result. Three tests 

																																																													
194 U.S. Missile Defense Agency. “Ballistic Missile Defense Intercept Flight Test Record.” Missile Defense 
Agency Fact Sheet. Accessed via: https://www.mda.mil/global/documents/pdf/testrecord.pdf 
195 U.S. Missile Defense Agency. “Ballistic Missile Defense Intercept Flight Test Record.” 
196 Ibidem. 
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however involved dual intercept salvos. These were the November 6, 2007 FTM-
13 test using SM-3 Block IA, the October 4, 2011 FTT-12 test and November 1, 
2015 FTO-02 Event 2a test both using the THAAD platform.197 The testing results 
vary over each testing group and MD platform, but as of the October 26, 2018 
FTM-45 test using the SM-3 Block IIA aboard the USS Finn (DDG -113),198 all 
results are reporting greater than a fifty percent success rate. Many of the platforms 
are reporting a perfect kill rate.199 
 

																																																													
197 U.S. Missile Defense Agency. “Ballistic Missile Defense Intercept Flight Test Record.” Missile Defense 
Agency Fact Sheet. Accessed via: https://www.mda.mil/global/documents/pdf/testrecord.pdf 
198 Sanders, Chris and Stewart, Phil. (October 26, 2018). “U.S. Missile Defense System Intercepts Medium-Range 
Missile in Test.” Reuters. Accessed via: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-pentagon-missile-defense/u-s-
missile-defense-system-intercepts-medium-range-missile-in-test-idUSKCN1N020W 
199 For a complete list of all U.S. MD operational testing until November 1, 2018, see: Appendix E, figures 8-10. 
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